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A B S T R A C T 

We present new intensity and polarization maps obtained with the QUIJOTE experiment towards the Galactic regions W49, 
W51 and IC443, co v ering the frequenc y range from 10 to 20 GHz at ∼ 1 deg angular resolution, with a sensitivity in the range 
35–79 μK beam 

−1 for total intensity and 13–23 μK beam 

−1 for polarization. For each region, we combine QUIJOTE maps with 

ancillary data at frequencies ranging from 0.4 to 3000 GHz, reconstruct the spectral energy distribution and model it with a 
combination of known foregrounds. We detect anomalous microwave emission (AME) in total intensity towards W49 at 4.7 σ

and W51 at 4.0 σ with peak frequencies νAME = (20 . 0 ± 1 . 4) GHz and νAME = (17 . 7 ± 3 . 6) GHz , respectively; this is the first 
detection of AME towards W51. The contamination from ultracompact H II regions to the residual AME flux density is estimated 

at 10 per cent in W49 and 5 per cent in W51, and does not rule out the AME detection. The polarized SEDs reveal a synchrotron 

contribution with spectral indices αs = −0.67 ± 0.10 in W49 and αs = −0.51 ± 0.07 in W51, ascribed to the diffuse Galactic 
emission and to the local supernov a remnant, respecti vely. To wards IC443 in total intensity we measure a broken power-law 

synchrotron spectrum with cut-off frequency ν0 , s = (114 ± 73) GHz , in agreement with previous studies; our analysis, however, 
rules out any AME contribution which had been previously claimed towards IC443. No evidence of polarized AME emission is 
detected in this study. 

Key words: radiation mechanisms: general – ISM: individual objects: W49, W51, IC443 – radio continuum: ISM. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

uring the past two decades, the study of the cosmic microwave
ackground (CMB) anisotropies allowed us to estimate cosmo-
ogical parameters to the per cent precision level, and led to the
stablishment of the Lambda-Cold Dark Matter ( � CDM) cos-
ology as the most widely accepted paradigm describing our
 E-mail: tramonte@pmo.ac.cn 
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Pub
niv erse (Hinsha w et al. 2013 ; Planck Collaboration VI 2020b ).
he most recent endea v ors are focusing on the characterization of
MB polarization, in particular on the search for the inflationary
-mode anisotropies (Kamionko wski, Koso wsky & Stebbins 1997 ;
aldarriaga & Seljak 1997 ). Ho we ver, to date only upper limits on

he level of primordial B-modes anisotropies are available (Planck
ollaboration VI 2020c ; Ade et al. 2021 ; BICEP/Keck Collaboration
021 ), as this signal is subdominant compared to other polarized
alactic and extra-Galactic emissions. An accurate modelling of

hese foregrounds becomes then of paramount importance, not only
© 2023 The Author(s) 
lished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society 
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o produce clean CMB maps for their cosmological exploitation, but 
lso to better characterize the physical properties of the interstellar 
edium (ISM). 
In total intensity, the main foregrounds affecting any CMB obser- 

ations are synchrotron radiation generated by cosmic ray electrons 
piralling in the Galactic magnetic field, free–free emission from 

lectron thermal bremsstrahlung , thermal radiation from interstellar 
ust, and the so-called anomalous microwave emission (AME; 
lanck Collaboration XIII 2016b ); to this list of continuum emissions
e can also add the contamination from molecular lines (mostly 
O). While the mechanisms responsible for the first three continuum 

oregrounds are physically well understood, the nature of AME is 
till under debate (for a detailed re vie w we redirect to Dickinson
t al. 2018 ). This emission, first disco v ered in the mid-90s (Leitch
t al. 1997 ), appears at frequencies ∼10–60 GHz as a dust-correlated
ignal that cannot be explained in terms of the other foreground com-
onents. The most accredited model explaining its origin is the dipole 
adiation from small, fast spinning dust grains in the ISM (Draine &
azarian 1998 ; Ali-Ha ̈ımoud, Hirata & Dickinson 2009 ; Hoang, 
raine & Lazarian 2010 ; Ysard & Verstraete 2010 ; Silsbee, Ali-
a ̈ımoud & Hirata 2011 ; Ali-Ha ̈ımoud 2013 ); this scenario is

eferred to as spinning dust emission (SDE). A different model known 
s magnetic dust emission (MDE) has also been proposed, according 
o which the thermal emission from magnetized ISM dust grains 
s the mechanism responsible for AME (Draine & Lazarian 1999 ; 
raine & Hensley 2013 ). More recently, models based on thermal 

mission from amorphous dust grains pro v ed ef fecti ve in yielding
he excess AME signal at microwave frequencies (Nashimoto et al. 
020 ). Many observ ational ef forts have tackled the detection of AME
n the attempt of better characterizing its nature (de Oliveira-Costa 
t al. 1998 , 1999 ; Finkbeiner et al. 2002 ; Watson et al. 2005 ; Casassus
t al. 2006 ; Davies et al. 2006 ; AMI Consortium 2009 ; Dickinson
t al. 2009 ; Murphy et al. 2010 ; Tibbs et al. 2010 ; G ́enova-Santos
t al. 2011 ; Planck Collaboration VIII 2011 ; Vidal et al. 2011 ; Planck
ollaboration XVI 2014a ; Battistelli et al. 2015 ; Vidal et al. 2020 ).
o we ver, up-to-date the results are not clear; a promising way of
istinguishing between different AME models is the observation of 
ts polarization. 

Out of the aforementioned foregrounds, the free–free emission is 
nown to be practically unpolarized 1 (Rybicki & Lightman 1979 ; 
rujillo-Bueno, Moreno-Insertis & S ́anchez 2002 ), whereas syn- 
hrotron and thermal dust emissions yield, respectively, polarization 
ractions � up to 40 per cent and 20 per cent in some regions of
he sky (Kogut et al. 2007 ; Vidal et al. 2015 ; Planck Collaboration
III 2016b ; Planck Collaboration VI 2020e , a ). On the contrary, the
olarization properties of AME are still under debate. Theoretically, 
redictions have been made for the spinning dust model; although 
he dipole emission from an individual dust grain is expected to be
inearly polarized, the presence of a detectable polarization fraction 
n the observed SDE strongly depends on the spatial alignment 
f ISM grains. Studies of the conditions for grain alignment have 
een addressed in the literature (Lazarian & Draine 2000 ; Hoang, 
azarian & Martin 2013 ) and generally place upper limits for the
DE polarization fraction at the per cent level. The work by Draine &
ensley ( 2016 ), ho we ver, suggests that at ν � 10 GHz quantum

f fects pre vent the dissipation of the grain rotational energy, thereby
 Strictly speaking, the emission from one accelerated charge is intrinsically 
olarized; the observed free–free foreground, ho we ver, is generated by the 
uperposition of the emissions from a population of electrons with random 

elocity directions, which erases the overall polarization fraction. 
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e  
rasing the alignment and resulting in negligible polarization levels 
 � � 1 per cent ). The theoretical study of MDE polarization has
lso been tackled: Draine & Lazarian ( 1999 ) and Draine & Hensley
 2013 ) found that in the case of free-flying magnetized grains the
esulting polarization fraction can be as high as 30 per cent; a more
ecent study described in Hoang & Lazarian ( 2016 ), ho we ver, set
he upper limits for the polarized emission fraction from free-flying 
ron nanoparticles at ∼ 5 per cent . Similar constraints were obtained 
n the case of magnetic inclusions within larger, non-magnetic 
rains (Draine & Hensley 2013 ). The MDE is then expected to
rovide higher polarization fractions compared to the SDE scenario. 
he amorphous dust models, finally, found that the AME polarization 

s suppressed by the contribution from amorphous carbon dust, 
ccounting for nearly half of the ISM grains (Nashimoto et al. 2020 ).

Observationally, there are no clear detections of AME in po- 
arization to date yet. Polarized AME has been searched for with
edicated observations towards a number of different environments, 
uch as supernova remnants (SNRs), planetary nebulae, or molecular 
louds (Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın et al. 2012a ). Battistelli et al. ( 2006 ) reported
 tentative detection towards the Perseus molecular complex using 
he COSMOlogical Structures On Medium Angular Scales (COS- 

OSOMAS) e xperiment, with an observ ed polarization fraction at 
 = 3 . 4 + 1 . 5 

−1 . 9 per cent that could be proceeding from AME. Other
 orks emplo ying different f acilites only determined upper limits,
sually in the range � � 1–6 per cent (Casassus et al. 2008 ; Mason
t al. 2009 ; Dickinson, Peel & Vidal 2011 ; L ́opez-Caraballo et al.
011 ; Macellari et al. 2011 ; Battistelli et al. 2015 ). These constraints
gree in the observed lack of a strong polarized AME component,
ut are still too loose to clearly discriminate between the different
ME models. 
This observational landscape emphasizes the need for accurate 

olarized sk y surv e ys, in order to assess the fore ground lev el of
ontamination to existing and future CMB observations. Polarized 
aps from the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe ( WMAP ; 
ogut et al. 2007 ) and Planck (Planck Collaboration VI 2020b )
ave been used to derive dust and synchrotron polarized sky models
 v er frequencies ranging from 22.7 to 353 GHz (Krachmalnicoff
t al. 2016 ). Ground-based facilities are capable of complementing 
his range with observations in the lower frequency portion of the
icrowave spectrum; for instance, the Cosmology Large Angular 
cale Surv e yor (CLASS) is designed to observ e at 40, 90, 150,
nd 220 GHz (Watts et al. 2015 ), while the C-Band All Sky
urv e y (C-BASS; Irfan et al. 2015 ) is currently mapping the full
ky at 5 GHz. This work focusses on data from the multifrequency
nstrument (MFI), the first instrument of the Q-U-I JOint TEnerife 
QUIJOTE) experiment (Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın et al. 2017 ), spanning the
requency range from 10 to 20 GHz. QUIJOTE-MFI data have 
lready been used to characterize polarized foregrounds; G ́enova- 
antos, Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın & Rebolo ( 2015b ) provided the constraints
 < 10 . 1 per cent at 12 GHz and � < 3 . 4 per cent at 18 GHz for the
ME polarization fraction (95 per cent C.L.), using QUIJOTE data in

ombination with ancillary observations towards the Perseus molec- 
lar complex. A similar study conducted over the W43 molecular 
omple x pro vided the tightest constraints on AME polarization to
ate, � < 0 . 39 per cent at 17 GHz and � < 0 . 22 per cent at 41 GHz
95 per cent C.L.); these results are reported in G ́enova-Santos et al.
 2017 ) together with the detection of AME in total intensity towards
he molecular complex W47 and the modelling of the synchrotron 
olarized emission from the SNR W44. QUIJOTE data were also 
mployed in Poidevin et al. ( 2019 ) for the characterization of AME
owards the Taurus molecular cloud and the L1527 dark cloud nebula,
nabling us to set upper limits for the polarized fraction at � <
MNRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 
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Figure 1. Map showing the number of hits per pixel (i.e. the number of 
40 ms samples in each N side = 512 pixel) for the combined wide survey and 
raster scan data set (see Section 3.2 for details). The inclusion of raster scans 
determines a local increase in sensiti vity to wards the IC443 region and the 
area surrounding W49 and W51. The map is centred at Galactic coordinates 
( l , b ) = (180 ◦, 0 ◦) to better display the source areas. This map is obtained 
using 11 GHz data in total intensity, but the hit maps for the other frequency 
bands are qualitatively similar. 
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 . 8 per cent and � < 4 . 5 per cent (95 per cent C.L.) respectively at
8.4 GHz. Finally, Cepeda-Arroita et al. ( 2021 ) combined QUIJOTE
nd C-BASS data to study the morphology of AME emission in total
ntensity towards the λ Orionis ring. As confirmed by these results,
ata already acquired by QUIJOTE represent a valuable addition to
xisting radio and microwave surveys when modelling both polarized
nd non-polarized foregrounds. 

This work, the fifth in the series of QUIJOTE scientific papers,
ims at characterizing in intensity and polarization the emission
owards three Galactic regions: the SNRs with associated molecular
louds W49 and W51, and the SNR IC443. The goal is to provide
 characterization of the local synchrotron emission (in particular
f its spectral index), and to investigate AME intensity and possible
olarization towards SNRs. This work is then intended as a con-
inuation of the studies presented in G ́enova-Santos et al. ( 2015b ),
 ́enova-Santos et al. ( 2017 ) and Poidevin et al. ( 2019 ), dedicated

o the characterization of astrophysically rele v ant Galactic regions
sing QUIJOTE data. 
This paper is outlined as follows. In Section 2 we describe the

alactic regions we consider for our study. Section 3 presents the
ew data obtained with the QUIJOTE experiment, describing the
bservations and discussing the resulting maps. In Section 4 we
etail the ancillary data set that we employ in our analysis. Section 5
s dedicated to the measurement of the rele v ant quantities associated
ith the intensity and polarized emission proceeding from the three

egions, while in Section 6 we discuss the modelling and physical
nterpretation of these findings in terms of the known foreground
mission mechanisms. Finally, Section 7 presents the conclusions. 

 T H E  GALACTIC  R E G I O N S  W 4 9 ,  W 5 1 ,  A N D  

C 4 4 3  

e dedicate this section to a description of the three Galactic regions
onsidered in this work. W49 and W51 are the first important
omple x es encountered east of the W47 region that was studied in
he second QUIJOTE scientific paper (G ́enova-Santos et al. 2017 ).
oth these regions host SNRs; it is then interesting to combine their
nalysis with IC443, which is a relatively more isolated SNR. This
llows us to assess the influence of molecular clouds and star forming
egions on the AME signal towards SNRs. The position on the sky
f these three sources is shown in Fig. 1 , while in Table 1 we report
 summary of their rele v ant information. 

.1 W49 

49 is a Galactic radio source disco v ered in the 22 cm surv e y
f Westerhout ( 1958 ); it is located in Aquila on the plane of the Milky
ay at Galactic coordinates 2 ( l eff , b eff ) = (43.2 ◦, −0.1 ◦), with an

ngular size of ∼30 arcmin. The radio emission from this region can
e separated into a thermal component designated W49A, centred
t ( l , b ) = (43.17 ◦, 0.00 ◦), and a non-thermal component labelled

49B, located at ( l , b ) = (43.27 ◦, −0.19 ◦); this composite structure
f W49 soon became evident from the results of high angular
NRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 

 Nominal coordinates quoted in the text are taken from the SIMBAD 

stronomical Data base at http:// simbad.u-strasbg.fr/ simbad/ . Ho we ver, due 
o the extended nature of these sources, the SIMBAD coordinates are often 
epresentative only of specific subregions. The mean coordinates for the 
ull regions were assessed considering studies in the literature at different 
avelengths; in such cases, coordinates are labelled with the subscript ‘eff’, 

o stress that they mark an ef fecti ve central position. 
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esolution continuum observations in the radio domain (Mezger,
chraml & Terzian 1967 ). 
W49A (G43.2 + 0.0) is one of the largest and most active sites

f star formation in our Galaxy; it is embedded in a giant molec-
lar cloud of estimated mass 10 6 M � o v er a total extension of
00 pc (Sievers et al. 1991 ; Simon et al. 2001 ; Galv ́an-Madrid
t al. 2013 ). Star formation is concentrated in a central region of

20 pc extension, which hosts several ultracompact H II (UCH II )
egions. The W49A stellar population has been e xtensiv ely studied
sing infrared (IR) observations (Wu et al. 2016 ; Eden et al. 2018 ),
hile observations in the radio domain have contributed to map

he complex kinematics of the local gas (Brogan & Troland 2001 ;
oberts et al. 2011 ; Galv ́an-Madrid et al. 2013 ; De Pree et al. 2018 ;
ugel et al. 2019 ; De Pree et al. 2020 ); high-energy γ -ray emission

owards the region has also been detected (Brun et al. 2011 ). From
he proper motion of H 2 O masers, Gwinn, Moran & Reid ( 1992 )
stimated the distance of this region from the Sun at 11 . 4 ± 1 . 2 kpc ,
hich was later refined by Zhang et al. ( 2013 ) as 11 . 11 + 0 . 79 

−0 . 69 kpc .
ecause of its large distance, the region is optically obscured by

ntervening interstellar dust, which accounts for the lack of W49
ptical observ ations. Gi v en its total e xtension and gas mass, W49A
s comparable to extra-Galactic giant star-forming regions, and as
uch it is the ideal environment to study massive star formation in
tarburst clusters, and the early evolution of H II regions (Wu et al.
016 ; De Pree et al. 2018 ). 
W49B (G43.3-0.2) is a young SNR which has also been ex-

ensively studied in the literature with observational data at dif-
erent wavelengths. Pye et al. ( 1984 ) compared X-ray and radio
bservations of the re gion, rev ealing an anticorrelation between the
orresponding morphologies: while the X-ray brightness profile is
entrally peaked, the radio image is typical of a shell-like remnant
ith no indication of a central energy source. This morphology was

onfirmed by later studies (Rho & Petre 1998 ; Hwang, Petre &
ughes 2000 ; Keohane et al. 2007 ) and ascribed to a jet-driven su-
ernova triggered by the collapse of a supermassive Wolf–Rayet star,
ith subsequent interaction with the circumstellar medium (Lopez

t al. 2013 ; Gonz ́alez-Casanova et al. 2014 ; Siegel et al. 2020 ). The
upernov a e vent occurred in between 1 and 4 kyr ago (Hwang et al.
000 ; Zhou et al. 2011 ); the distance of W49B from the Sun was set at

http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/
art/stac3502_f1.eps
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Table 1. Summary of the three sources considered in this study. For each one we report the ef fecti ve central Galactic coordinates ( l c , b c ), the 
possible substructures, the diametral angular size, the estimated distance and the age of the associated SNR. The last three columns quote the 
rele v ant quantities for the aperture photometry analysis described in Section 5 , namely the radii of the chosen aperture ( r ap ) and of the internal 
( r int ) and external ( r ext ) boundaries of the background annulus. 

Source ( l c , b c ) Substructures Size Distance SNR age r ap r int r ext 

(deg) (arcmin) (kpc) (kyr) (arcmin) (arcmin) (arcmin) 

W49 (43.20, −0.10) W49A (thermal), W49B (SNR) 30 ∼11 1–4 60 80 100 
W51 (49.20, −0.35) W51A, W51B (thermal), W51C (SNR) 50 ∼5 30 80 100 120 
IC443 (189.06, 3.24) – 45 ∼2 3–30 70 90 110 
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8 kpc by Moffett & Reynolds ( 1994 ). Ho we ver, radio observ ations
y Brogan & Troland ( 2001 ) pointed out that the morphology of H I

as towards the southern edge of W49B suggests interaction with the 
earby W49A molecular cloud, thus allowing for a distance range 
f 8 to 12 kpc. By using a combination of radio and IR data, Zhu,
ian & Zuo ( 2014 ) later suggested a distance of ∼ 10 kpc ; in contrast,
bservations of H 2 emission lines pointed again towards a shorter 
istance of 7 . 5 kpc (Lee, Koo & Lee 2020 ). The more recent analysis
resented in Sano et al. ( 2021 ), based on the observation of CO
mission lines, finally fa v ours the value 11 . 0 ± 0 . 4 kpc , ascribing
he smaller value obtained with H 2 to the latter tracing only a small
ortion of the associated molecular cloud; as the H 2 is thermally 
hocked and accelerated, distance measurements based on its velocity 
re likely biased. Finally, emission in γ rays proceeding from W49B 

as also been observed (Brun et al. 2011 ; H. E. S. S. Collaboration
018 ), confirming the nature of an SNR interacting with molecular 
louds. 

W49 was considered as a possible candidate for AME in Planck 
ollaboration XV ( 2014a ), where an emission excess was indeed 

ound at typical AME frequencies. Ho we ver, W49 was finally 
iscarded from the list of significant AME sources due to the presence 
f local UCH II regions, which could contribute to the observed 
xcess. 

.2 W51 

he W51 region is located on the Galactic plane east of W49,
t central coordinates ( l eff , b eff ) = (49.20 ◦, −0.35 ◦). It was also
nitially disco v ered in Westerhout ( 1958 ) radio surv e y, as another
right source in Aquila , and initially classified as an H II region.
ubsequent radio observations identified the source as a molecular 
loud (Penzias, Jefferts & Wilson 1971 ) and allowed us to further
eparate the region into three main substructures (Kundu & Velusamy 
967 ; Mufson & Liszt 1979 ): W51A and W51B, responsible for the
bserved thermal emission, and a non-thermal component W51C (for 
 detailed re vie w of W51 morphology see Ginsburg 2017 ). 

W51A and W51B are located at Galactic coordinates ( l , b ) =
49.48 ◦, −0.33 ◦) and ( l eff , b eff ) = (49.1 ◦, −0.3 ◦), respectively;
hese regions are embedded in a giant molecular cloud of M >

0 6 M � (Carpenter & Sanders 1998 ), with W51A the main star-
orming component. W51A is one of the most studied regions of
assive star formation in our Galaxy; its rich morphology allows us

o distinguish two main components, named G49.5-0.4 and G49.4- 
.3 (Wilson et al. 1970 ). These components are further resolved into
ev eral re gions (Martin 1972 ; Mehringer 1994 ; Okumura et al. 2000 ),
mong which we can cite the protoclusters IRS1 and IRS2 (Ginsburg 
t al. 2016 ). Sev eral hypercompact H II re gions hav e also been
etected with radio data (Ginsburg et al. 2020 ; Rivera-Soto et al.
020 ). This complex structure, combined with the local richness in 
as and dust content, makes this region the ideal environment to 
tudy high-mass star formation (Ginsburg et al. 2017 ; Saral et al.
017 ; Goddi et al. 2020 ). Despite all the observational endea v ours,
o we ver, W51A stellar population is likely not completely cata-
ogued (Binder & Povich 2018 ); recent studies of W51A using IR
bservations can be found in Lim & De Buizer ( 2019 ) and Bik et al.
 2019 ), who confirmed the complexity of the ongoing star formation
rocesses. The region also shows a rich astrochemistry (Vastel et al.
017 ; Watanabe et al. 2017 ), which has been the object of studies
earching for pre-biotic molecules in star-forming regions (Rivilla 
t al. 2016 , 2017 ; Jacob et al. 2021 ). The parallax distance to this
olecular cloud has been estimated from maser observations as 
 = 5 . 41 + 0 . 31 

−0 . 28 kpc (Sato et al. 2010 ) and as d = 5 . 1 + 2 . 9 
−1 . 4 kpc (Xu et al.

009 ), depending on the considered subregion; these estimates place 
51 in the Carina-Sagittarius arm. 
W51B appears as a filamentary structure populated by UCH II 

egions; ho we ver, unlike W51A, most of the star formation in W51B
eems to have already taken place, as suggested by the lower fraction
f dense gas (Ginsburg et al. 2015 ). 
W51C is an extended source of non-thermal radio emission 

ocated west of W51A and mostly south of W51B at ( l eff , b eff ) =
49.2 ◦, −0.7 ◦), which has been identified as a SNR (Seward 1990 )
ith an estimated age of 30 kyr (Koo, Kim & Seward 1995 ). This

ource has been e xtensiv ely observ ed in radio wavelengths (Zhang
t al. 2017 ; Ranasinghe & Leahy 2018 ), X-rays (Koo et al. 2005 ;
anabata et al. 2013 ) and γ -rays (Abdo et al. 2009 ; Aleksi ́c et al.
012 ). The distance of this SNR was first placed at 4.1 kpc (Sato
973 ); later, Koo et al. ( 1995 ) estimated the distance to be ∼ 6 kpc ,
lthough with a high uncertainty given that this result is based on the
ssociation of the SNR with a molecular cloud which may extend
 v er 1.5 kpc. Observations of the H I 21-cm line in absorption led
o an estimated distance of 4.3 kpc (Tian & Leahy 2013 ) which has
een recently re-e v aluated as 5.4 kpc (Ranasinghe & Leahy 2018 ).
he latter result is dictated by the observed interaction between 
51C and W51B (Koo & Moon 1997 ; Brogan et al. 2013 ), which

onstrains the SNR to be at the same distance as the other W51 H II

egions. 
Overall, W51 has a luminosity to mass ratio similar to W49 (Eden

t al. 2018 ); it subtends a region with diameter ∼50 arcmin on
he sky (Bik et al. 2019 ). The search for AME in the region has
een tackled by Demetroullas et al. ( 2015 ), where it is shown
hat a spinning dust component is not required for a proper mod-
lling of W51 intensity spectrum. To our knowledge, no clear 
vidence of AME emission towards W51 has been reported in the
iterature. 

.3 IC443 

C443 ( Index Catalogue 443 ) is a SNR located in the constellation
f Gemini at Galactic coordinates ( l , b ) = (189.06 ◦, 3.24 ◦); it is
herefore found close to the Galactic anticentre, with a lower emission 
MNRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 
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Table 2. Summary of the information on the QUIJOTE-MFI observations centred on each source; the last column reports the mean fractional wide surv e y (WS) 
time contribution to the final maps, computed with respect to the total time obtained combining the selected raster data with the nominal mode data. See 3.1 for 
more details. 

Source Observation type Observing dates Co v ered area Total observing time 
Selected time fraction 

(per cent) 
WS time fraction 

(per cent) 

W49 193 drift scans (73 min) June–August 2015 616 deg 2 235.6 h 78 20 
W51 170 drift scans (74 min) October–December 2016 708 deg 2 209.1 h 73 20 
IC443 552 raster scans (29 min) October 2014 – June 2015 474 deg 2 269.1 h 66 21 
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rom the neighbouring background compared to W49 and W51,
hich are much closer in projection to the Galactic bulge. This

ource has been e xtensiv ely observ ed throughout the whole spectrum,
ncluding radio (Kundu & Velusamy 1972 ; Green 1986 ; Castelletti
t al. 2011 ; Mitra, Green & Rao 2014 ; Planck Collaboration VII
016c ; Egron et al. 2016 , 2017 ), optical (Fesen 1984 ; Ambrocio-
ruz et al. 2017 ), X-ray (Petre et al. 1988 ; Matsumura et al. 2017 ;
reco et al. 2018 ; Zhang et al. 2018 ; Hirayama et al. 2019 ) and γ -

ay (Torres et al. 2003 ; Tavani et al. 2010 ) frequencies. IC443 angular
ize is ∼45 

′ 
(Green 2014 ); the related supernova event occurred in

etween 3 (Petre et al. 1988 ) and 30 kyr ago (Olbert et al. 2001 ),
ith more recent estimates fa v ouring ∼20 kyr (Lee et al. 2008 ). The
istance to IC443 is still under debate; estimates range in between
.7 and 1.5 kpc (Lozinskaya 1981 ; Fesen 1984 ), with the latter value
eing the most commonly used in the literature. A higher distance
f 1.5–2 kpc has been proposed due to IC443 association with the
 II region Sh2-249 ( Gao et al. 2011 ; see also fig. 4 in this paper); a
ore recent estimate by Ambrocio-Cruz et al. ( 2017 ) locates IC443

t 1.9 kpc from the Sun. 
At radio frequencies IC443 shows two roughly spherical subshells

f synchrotron emission, with different centres and radii (Oni ́c,
ro ̌sevi ́c & Leahy 2017 ); the region appears brighter in its north-

astern limb in equatorial coordinates. These shells traditionally
efine the boundary of IC443; a fainter and larger shell has been
etected, but it is not clear whether it is a different SNR, nor
f it is actually interacting with IC443 (Lee et al. 2008 ). Radio
hermal emission towards the region has also been observed, and
scribed to bremmstrahlung (Oni ́c et al. 2012 ). X-ray observations,
nstead, reveal a centrally filled profile, which makes IC443 a mixed-

orphology or thermal-composite SNR (Rho & Petre 1998 ; Rajwade
t al. 2016 ). IC443 evolution and observed structure is the result of the
nteraction between the SNR and different phases of the surrounding
nterstellar medium (Lee et al. 2008 ; Koo et al. 2020 ; Ritchey
t al. 2020 ; Ustamujic et al. 2021 ), with observ ational e vidence of
nteraction with molecular gas in the south-east and north-west (Su
t al. 2014 ; Yoshiike et al. 2017 ) and with an atomic cloud in the
orth-east (Kokusho et al. 2013 ). Observations in γ -rays towards
C443 are rele v ant for the study of Galactic cosmic rays; in particular,
-ray emission deriving from the decay of pions (the ‘pion-decay
ump’) has been detected by Ackermann et al. ( 2013 ). These pions
re produced in collisions between accelerated cosmic-ray protons
nd interstellar material, so that the detection of the pion bump
rovides a direct evidence for the occurrence of proton acceleration
n SNRs (Huang et al. 2020 ). 

Finally, IC443 has already been a target in the search for
ME. Oni ́c et al. ( 2017 ) analysed the radio and microwave spectrum
f the region, reporting hints of AME detection and a bending of the
ynchrotron spectrum; ho we v er, the y stressed that further data in the
ange 10 to 100 GHz are required to confirm these results. A similar
onclusion was reached by Loru et al. ( 2019 ), who detected a clear
ump in the range 20–70 GHz in IC443 intensity spectrum. 
NRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 

w  
 QU IJ OTE  DATA  

e present in this work data acquired with the QUIJOTE exper-
ment (G ́enova-Santos, Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın & Rebolo 2015a ; Rubi ̃ no-

art ́ın et al. 2017 ), a scientific collaboration aimed at characterizing
he polarization of the CMB, and other Galactic and extra-Galactic
hysical processes, in the frequency range 10–40 GHz and at angular
cales larger than 1 degree. QUIJOTE consists of two telescopes and
hree instruments, operating from the Teide Observatory (Tenerife,
pain), a site that provides optimal atmospheric conditions for CMB
bservations in the microwave range (Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın et al. 2012b ). 
The data used in this work were acquired with the QUIJOTE mul-

ifrequency instrument (MFI; Hoyland et al. 2012 ), which consists
f four conical corrugated feedhorns, each feeding a no v el cryogenic
n-axis polar modulator that can be rotated in steps of 22.5 ◦. The
utput from each horn consists of eight channels carrying different
inear combinations of the radiation Stokes parameters, which in
urn are separated by the subsequent data analysis pipeline. Horns
 and 3 both observe at frequency bands centred at 11 and 13 GHz,
hereas horns 2 and 4 both observe at frequency bands centred at
7 and 19 GHz, all with a 2 GHz bandwidth. The full width at half-
aximum (FWHM) is equal to 52 arcmin for the two low-frequency

orns and to 38 arcmin for the two high-frequency horns. Overall,
he MFI provides eight different maps of the sky in intensity and
olarization, and is primarily devoted to the characterization of the
alactic emission. A full description of the MFI data reduction
ipeline and map-making is provided in G ́enova-Santos et al. (in
reparation). 

.1 Obser v ations 

he analysis presented in this paper is based on the combination
f different QUIJOTE observations. We first consider data from the
FI wide surv e y, which co v ers more than 25 000 deg 2 including
ost of the northern sky, and as such encompasses the three regions

argeted in this study. Observations were performed at fixed ele v ation
y letting the telescope spin continuously in azimuth, and took place
etween 2013 May and 2018 June for a total observing time of

9200 h . The removal of bad data performed by the pipeline yields
n ef fecti ve total time of ∼ 8500 h in intensity and in the range

4700 h to ∼ 6800 h in polarization, depending on the chosen horn;
he resulting data were used to produce the QUIJOTE wide surv e y
e gac y maps. An e xtensiv e description of the MFI wide surv e y and
ts associated data products can be found in Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın et al.
 2022 ). On top of this large scale surv e y, we also consider a set of
edicated raster scan observations focused on each region, which we
escribe in the following; we stress that the raster scan observations
onstitute the major source of data used in the current analysis. A
ummary of the related information is also reported in Table 2 . 

W49 was mapped in 193 dedicated observations performed be-
ween 2015 June and August; these observations were drift scans in
hich the telescope ele v ation was maintained fixed and the pointing
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Figure 2. Intensity and polarization destriped maps of the sky region including the sources W49 and W51, for the four QUIJOTE frequencies. All maps are 
shown here at their original resolution. 
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as switched back and forth in azimuth with an ∼18/cos (EL) deg
mplitude for each scan; each observation took on average 73 min, 
nd co v ered a final mean area of 408 de g 2 per horn on the sk y.
otice that the MFI focal plane configuration determines a different 
ointing for each horn for the same observation, with separations up 
o ∼5 ◦; this extends the sky area covered by W49 rasters to 616 deg 2 .
he total observing time is 235.6 h; after the inspection and removal
f bad data, which is performed for each horn independently, 3 the 
f fecti ve observing times for the four horns are 171.4, 194.1, 177.0,
nd 189.5 h, corresponding to a an average of ∼ 78 per cent of the
otal. After combining the good raster data with the nominal mode 
ata, the latter account for 13.4 per cent, 29.0 per cent, 19.0 per cent,
nd 19.8 per cent of the total observing time in each horn; on average,
he wide surv e y fractional time contribution to the final maps in the

49 region is ∼ 20 per cent . 
W51 is located ∼ 6 deg east of W49 on the Galactic plane, so it

as also captured by the drift scans we just described. Ho we ver,
ue to the different horn sk y co v erage, W51 was only partially
 Apart from the data flagging pipeline described in G ́enova-Santos et al. (in 
reparation), we also performed a visual inspection of local maps centred on 
ach source. These maps were generated for each observation and each one 
f the 32 MFI channels, and were used to discard observations where the 
ocal background was too noisy in at least one channel. 

t  

c  

a  

t  

l  

s  

f

apped in several observations. For this reason it was decided 
o perform an independent set of observations centred on W51: 
hey were conducted between 2016 October and December, as a 
et of 170 fixed-ele v ation scans with a ∼20/cos (EL) deg azimuth
mplitude, each lasting 74 min on average. The total observing time
s 209.1 h, which after the good data selection amounts to 140.9,
52.7, 158.8, and 155.3 h for the four horns, corresponding to an
verage of ∼ 73 per cent of the total time. In this case, the nominal
ode data contribute for 14.7 per cent, 21.3 per cent, 25.7 per cent,

nd 17.3 per cent of the total observing time in each horn after
ombination with raster data; again, the mean wide surv e y time
ontribution to the final maps is ∼ 20 per cent . Each horn co v ers
n average 534 deg 2 on the sky, for a total 708 deg 2 mapped by the
FI with this set of observations. The o v erall sk y area co v ered by

he joint set of observations of W49 and W51 amounts to 891 deg 2 ,
hus enabling an extended reconstruction of the Galactic plane region 
urrounding the two molecular comple x es. 

Finally, IC443 was targeted by 552 observations conducted be- 
ween 2014 October and 2015 June. In this case the observations
onsisted in raster scans with an amplitude of ∼12/cos (EL) deg in
zimuth, with the telescope being stepped ∼0.1 deg in ele v ation at
he end of each scan, o v er a total ∼12 deg range. Each observation
asted 29 min on average, for a total observing time of 269.2 h. The
election of good data yielded 174.3, 192.8, 187.6, and 159.5 h for the
our horns, averaging at ∼ 66 per cent of the overall dedicated time. 
MNRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 
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Figure 3. Same as in Fig. 2 , but showing this time the IC443 region. The 11 GHz intensity map also marks the position of the two H II comple x es surrounding 
the SNR. 
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ut of the combination with nominal mode data, the latter account for
0.2 per cent, 22.3 per cent, 24.0 per cent, and 27.9 per cent of each
orn observing time, for an average time fraction of ∼ 21 per cent .
he mean area co v ered by each horn amounts to 360 deg 2 , for a total
74 deg 2 mapped by the MFI in this region. 

.2 Maps 

ime-ordered data from the raster scan observations are processed
dopting the standard QUIJOTE pipeline described in G ́enova-
antos et al. (in preparation). Subsequently, these data are combined
ith data from the wide surv e y to produce the associated sky maps.
he map-making is based on the PICASSO code (Guidi et al. 2021 )
ith the same set of destriper parameters (noise priors and baseline

ength) adopted in Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın et al. ( 2022 ) when producing maps
f the wide surv e y data alone. The resulting destriped map is provided
sing a HEALPIX pixelization (G ́orski et al. 2005 ) with N side = 512,
orresponding to a 6.9 arcmin pixel size; this resolution is enough
iven that the MFI beam FWHM values are larger than 0.5 ◦. The
ode provides full sky maps, with increased sensitivities towards
he rele v ant regions thanks to the inclusion of raster scan data; this
s visible in the hit map shown in Fig. 1 , where we can clearly
istinguish two regions with higher integration time, one centred on
he Galactic plane around W49 and W51, and one centred on IC443.
n the following we will focus on sub-maps centred on these specific
reas. We remind that the wide surv e y maps presented in Rubi ̃ no-
NRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 
art ́ın et al. ( 2022 ) are corrected for residual radio frequency
nterference contamination by subtracting the median value of pixels
n rings of constant declination (FDEC correction, see Section 2.4.2
n the aforementioned reference). Ho we ver, as in this analysis we will
nly perform aperture photometry measurements (Section 5 ), this
orrection is unnecessary and is not applied to our combined wide
urv e y plus raster scan maps. A quantitative estimation of the impact
f FDEC on aperture photometry measurements is presented in
ppendix B1 in Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın et al. ( 2022 ), and is well below the un-
ertainties associated with our measurements presented in Section 5 .

Local maps for W49/W51 and IC443 are plotted in Fig. 2 and in
ig. 3 respectively, in the three Stokes parameters I , Q and U , for

he four MFI frequencies. Although in our subsequent analysis we
ill consider all maps smoothed to a common resolution of 1 deg ,

hese plots show the maps in their original resolution. As two horns
o v er each frequenc y band, their individual maps are combined to
ield the final map of the corresponding band. Ho we ver, for the low
requency bands (11 and 13 GHz) the maps we employ are the ones
btained from horn 3 data alone; this is due to a fault in the polar
odulator of horn 1, which has been fixed to the same position

ince 2012 September, thus making data obtained with this horn not
eliable. 4 For the case of 17 and 19 GHz, instead, the maps we show
re obtained from a linear combination of horn 2 and horn 4 maps,

art/stac3502_f3.eps
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Figure 4. Left-hand panel: The area surrounding IC443 shown on the Planck 
30 GHz total intensity map (2015 data release). Right-hand panel: The same 
area after applying a tailored mask which excises the contribution from the 
H II regions Sh2-249 and Sh2-252. 
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ach weighted by a uniform weight computed from the white noise 
n the power spectrum of the associated wide surv e y map (for details
ee Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın et al. 2022 ). 

In Fig. 2 we show the QUIJOTE maps for the Galactic plane
egion encompassing the sources W49 and W51. The Galactic plane 
s easily recognizable in the intensity maps, as a stripe of diffuse
mission surrounding the compact objects; this diffuse emission is 
lso visible in polarization, with the expected 5 imprint of positive 
 and nearly zero U . In intensity both W49 and W51 are clearly
isible; at the western edge of the intensity maps it is possible to
ee the border of the source W47, which was studied in G ́enova-
antos et al. ( 2017 ). W51 appears particularly bright in these maps;

t saturates the chosen colour scales in intensity, while in polarization 
t shows a clear emission with both ne gativ e Q and U , which makes
t stand out from the diffuse Galactic plane polarization signal. As
ommented in Section 2.2 , W51 size is ∼50 arcmin, which means
t is partially resolved with QUIJOTE beams; indeed, a mismatch 
s visible between the centres of the intensity and polarization 
missions, with Q and U peaks being slightly displaced towards 
he south-east. A possible explanation for this is that while the 
ulk of the intensity emission comes from the molecular cloud 
osting W51A, the polarized emission is from the SNR W51C 

nly. W49 appears fainter in intensity, and does not reveal a clear
int of polarized emission, although the diffuse Galactic plane 
olarization shows an increment in positive Q at the source position. 
nlike W51, there is no particular internal structure visible for this

ource; its angular size of ∼30 arcmin implies it is not resolved by
UIJOTE. 
IC443 maps are shown in Fig. 3 . As commented in Section 2.3 ,

he source is located towards the Galactic anticentre and at a Galactic
atitude of ∼3 ◦, therefore the Galactic plane emission is not visible
n these maps; its outskirts, ho we ver, still enter the maps as a
ackground emission gradient that increases towards the south. In 
ddition, two radio sources are visible in the vicinity of IC443:
 bright source towards the southeast, which we can identify as
he HII region Sh2-252 (also referred to as NGC2174, Bonatto & 

ica 2011 ) and a fainter feature just north of the SNR, which
roduces an apparent elongation of IC443 in that direction and can 
or completeness, we still included the description of its contribution to the 
cquired data in Section 3.1 and in Table 2 . 
 In this work we follow the HEALPIX definition of the Stokes parameters, 
sually referred to as the ‘COSMO convention’, which differs from the IAU 

onvention in a sign flip of U . 

c  

T  

o
i
T  

w  

i  
e ascribed to the H II region Sh2-249 (Dunham et al. 2010 ; Gao et al.
011 ). The emission from these sources can affect the flux density
stimates in this region; therefore, we apply to all IC443 maps an
d hoc mask built to block the contribution of the neighbouring
bjects. The details of the mask are visible in the right-hand panel
f Fig. 4 . In the QUIJOTE intensity maps the source is clearly
etected, although the background at 19 GHz is noisier compared 
o the maps obtained for W49 and W51; in polarization the maps
ho w a positi ve U emission and hints of a positive Q emission
with a more significant detection at 11 GHz) towards the source,
hich can be ascribed to synchrotron emission proceeding from the 
NR. 

.3 Null-test maps and noise levels 

e use a null test map built from QUIJOTE data to e v aluate the
ontribution of instrumental noise. For each observed region, we 
plit the available data in two halves with the same number of
bservations, in such a way that each half has a sky coverage as
imilar as possible as the other; for the wide surv e y data we use the
ame halves as in Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın et al. ( 2022 ). In order to allow a
roper reconstruction of the polarized signal from each half, care 
s taken to split observations in such a way that the distribution of
bservations in each polar modulator position is the same in both
alv es. F or each half we then generate the corresponding maps
dopting the same processing pipeline that was used for the full
ata set. We then obtain the null-test maps as: 

 NT = 

1 

2 
( M H1 − M H2 ) , (1) 

here M H1 and M H2 represent the first and second half maps. By
onstruction, the resulting map M NT should be free from the sky
ignal, which cancels out in the subtraction, and be representative 
f the instrumental contribution only. We compute the instrumental 
oise component as the rms of the pixel values found in a 1-deg radius
perture on each null map. The resulting quantity represents the rms
f individual pixels; to be consistent with other Q UIJOTE w orks, we
onvert it into the rms of a Gaussian beam with FWHM = 1 ◦, by
ividing the original rms by the square root of the number of pixels
ntering the beam solid angle. We place our aperture far from the
ources, centred at ( l , b ) = (46 ◦, −2 ◦) for the W49/W51 map, and
t ( l , b ) = (186 ◦, 2.5 ◦) for the IC443 map; this choice allows us to
ompare this rms with the same quantity e v aluated on the full data
et maps. The two values of rms are directly comparable thanks to
he factor 1/2 in equation ( 1 ), which cancels the 

√ 

2 factor coming
rom the linear combination of the two half-maps, and the additional
 

2 factor coming from the splitting of the available statistics that 
ncreases the rms of each half-map. The comparison for the Stokes
arameters I , Q , and U is reported in Table 3 for both the W49/W51
nd the IC443 maps. 

We see that in polarization the real maps and the null-test maps
ave similar rms values, which means that the main contribution 
o the polarization maps used in this study is noise. For intensity,
nstead, the rms is considerably higher when e v aluated in the full data
aps than in the null-test maps. This is indicative of an important

ontribution from the sky emission in the estimation of the noise.
he effect is stronger for the W49/W51 map due to the proximity
f the regions to the Galactic plane, which introduces gradients 
n the background signal. The polarization rms values quoted in 
able 3 are about a factor 2 lower than the ones obtained from the
ide surv e y maps only (Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın et al. 2022 ); this shows the

mpro v ement in the map quality achieved by including the dedicated
MNRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 
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Table 3. Results of the null test performed on QUIJOTE maps. For each frequency and Stokes parameter we compare 
the 1-deg beam rms obtained in the original map (Map) and in the null test map (NT). The last column reports the 
resulting MFI instantaneous sensitivity in polarization. 

Frequency σ I ( μK beam 

−1 ) σQ ( μK beam 

−1 ) σU ( μK beam 

−1 ) σQ , U (mK s 1 / 2 ) 
(GHz) Map NT Map NT Map NT NT 

W49/W51 
11.0 617.4 53.8 25.8 22.5 21.9 21.3 1.4 
13.0 489.8 34.6 18.9 16.2 15.9 15.1 1.2 
17.0 300.7 57.5 14.1 13.1 13.8 13.2 1.4 
19.0 252.9 71.7 15.9 12.8 15.3 14.6 1.4 

IC443 
11.0 71.1 59.8 21.2 19.6 21.1 20.0 1.1 
13.0 52.2 44.7 20.1 18.4 18.4 19.0 1.0 
17.0 80.9 62.4 16.0 15.3 19.2 15.8 1.2 
19.0 100.1 79.3 18.8 17.6 19.2 17.1 1.4 
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aster scan observations towards our sources. In fact, the sensitivity in
olarization averages around ∼ 15 μK beam 

−1 , which is the deepest
evel reached by published QUIJOTE data so far. 

The last column in Table 3 reports the instantaneous sensitivity
f the maps in polarization, computed by multiplying the quoted Q
nd U rms values per beam by the square root of the mean observing
ime per 1-deg beam; the results for Q and U are then averaged
in quadrature) to yield the values of σ Q , U reported in the table.
n general, these estimates range from 1.0 to 1 . 4 mK s 1 / 2 ; this is
xpected, since the nominal instrument sensitivity in polarization is

1 mK s 1 / 2 . Our findings are consistent with previously reported
alues for the instantaneous sensitivity (G ́enova-Santos et al. 2015b ,
017 ). This test confirms the good quality of the polarization maps,
nd that the instrumental noise contribution to the maps is controlled
nd within the expected limits. 

 A N C I L L A R  Y  D  ATA  

n order to better characterize the emission from the Galactic regions
onsidered in this study, we also employ ancillary data that extend
he information provided by QUIJOTE observations to both lower
nd higher frequencies. We use all maps in a common HEALPIX

ixelization of N side = 512, and at a common angular resolution
f 1 deg . With the exception of WMAP maps, which are already
vailable at this angular resolution at the LAMBDA website, 6 in all
he other cases the smoothed maps are obtained by deconvolving the
riginal beam (the nominal surv e y FWHM was used in each case
nd a Gaussian beam shape was assumed) and convolving with a
 deg FWHM Gaussian beam. QUIJOTE maps are also degraded
o this coarser resolution for the photometric analysis. The rele v ant
roperties of all the ancillary maps used in this study are summarized
n Table 4 . 

.1 Lower frequency ancillary data 

n the radio and microwave domains, we consider the map at
08 MHz from Haslam et al. ( 1982 ) surv e y, which co v ers the
hole sky with observations from different facilities (Jodrell Bank
kI and MkIA-76 m, Bonn-100 m, and Parkes-64 m telescopes),

he Berkhuijsen ( 1972 ) map at 820 MHz, obtained from a surv e y with
NRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 

 Le gac y Archiv e for Microwav e Background Data Analysis, http://lambda.g 
fc.nasa.gov/. 

t  

7

he Dwingeloo-25 m telescope, the Reich & Reich ( 1986 ) surv e y at
420 MHz conducted with the Stockert-25 m and the Villa-Elisa-
0 m telescopes, and the Jonas et al. ( 1998 ) surv e y at 2326 MHz
btained with the HartRAO-26 m telescope. 
We actually use the 408, 1420, and 2326 MHz maps provided

y Platania et al. ( 2003 ), which are corrected for the artefacts
roduced by observational strategy and instrumental gain drifts;
he 820 MHz map is instead generated by projecting into HEALPIX

ixelization the corresponding observational data retrieved from the
PIfR’s Surv e y Sampler. 7 These radio maps only pro vide intensity

ata and are calibrated referring to the full-beam solid angle; as
xplained in Reich & Reich ( 1988 ), the sidelobe contribution would
ead to an underestimation of the flux density for sources which
re small compared to the main beam. This effect is particularly
mportant for the Reich & Reich ( 1986 ) surv e y, and in the afore-

entioned reference it is argued that a correction factor of 1.55 can
e used to account for the flux density loss. Since the FWHM for
he Stockert telescope is ∼35 arcmin, this factor can be applied for

49, but not for W51 and IC443, whose angular sizes are larger than
he surv e y beam; in these cases, we employed a more conserv ati ve
alue of 1.25. These multiplicative factors are employed to correct
he flux densities extracted from the 1420 MHz map in the aperture
hotometry analysis described in Section 5 . Although a similar issue
ffects the 2326 MHz map, we do not apply an y e xplicit correction
s the HartRAO beam is considerably smaller (20 arcmin) than
he size of our sources. It is worth mentioning that the HartRAO
ap, which we use for the total intensity signal, actually carries the

ombination I + Q , and can consequently yield biased estimates of
 flux densities towards polarized re gions. Howev er, as it is clear
rom the photometric analysis results in section 5 , the polarized flux
ensity is typically < 2 per cent of the flux density in total intensity,
nd the conserv ati ve 10 per cent calibration uncertainty adopted for
he HartRAO measurement (see again Section 5 ) is enough to account
or this bias. 

In polarization we consider the surv e y carried out by the Dominion
adio Astronomy Observatory (DRAO; Wolleben et al. 2006 ), which
rovides Stokes Q and U maps for the northern sky at 1.41 GHz.
e stress that the DRAO maps are deli vered 7 follo wing the IAU

onvention for the definition of the Stokes parameters; hence, we
dapt it to the convention chosen in this work by flipping the sign of
he U map. Finally, we employ the intensity and polarization maps
 http://www3.mpifr -bonn.mpg.de/sur vey.html . 

http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://www3.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/survey.html
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Table 4. Summary of the ancillary data detailed in Section 4 , which are used in combination with QUIJOTE data to broaden the considered frequency range. 
For each map we report the frequency, the reference telescope(s) or satellite, which Stokes parameters are available, the original map resolution and units, the 
applied calibration uncertainty and the reference in the literature. 

Frequency Facility Stokes Original resolution Original Calibration Reference 

(GHz) (arcmin) units 
uncertainty (per 

cent) 

0.408 Jodrell Bank MkI, MkIA-76 m, I 51 K 10 Haslam et al. ( 1982 ), Platania et al. ( 2003 ) 
Bonn-100 m, Parkes-64 m 

0.820 Dwingeloo-25 m I 72 K 10 Berkhuijsen ( 1972 ) 
1.410 DRAO-25.6 m Q , U 36 mK 10 Wolleben et al. ( 2006 ) 
1.420 Stockert-25 m, Villa-Elisa-30 m I 36 K 10 Reich & Reich ( 1986 ), Platania et al. ( 2003 ) 
2.326 HartRAO-26 m I 20 K 10 Jonas, Baart & Nicolson ( 1998 ), Platania 

et al. ( 2003 ) 
4.800 Urumqi-25 m I , Q , U 9.5 mK 10 Gao et al. ( 2010 ), Sun et al. ( 2011 ) 
22.8 WMAP 9-yr I , Q , U 50.7 mK 3 Bennett et al. ( 2013 ) 
28.4 Planck -LFI I , Q , U 32.29 K 3 Planck Collaboration XVI ( 2016b ), Planck 

Collaboration VI ( 2020d ) 
33.0 WMAP 9-yr I , Q , U 38.8 mK 3 Bennett et al. ( 2013 ) 
40.6 WMAP 9-yr I , Q , U 30.6 mK 3 Bennett et al. ( 2013 ) 
44.1 Planck -LFI I , Q , U 27.00 K 3 Planck Collaboration XVI ( 2016b ), Planck 

Collaboration VI ( 2020b ) 
60.8 WMAP 9-yr I , Q , U 20.9 mK 3 Bennett et al. ( 2013 ) 
70.4 Planck -LFI I , Q , U 13.21 K 3 Planck Collaboration XVI ( 2016b ), Planck 

Collaboration VI ( 2020b ) 
93.5 WMAP 9-yr I , Q , U 14.8 mK 3 Bennett et al. ( 2013 ) 
100 Planck -HFI I , Q , U 9.68 K 3 Planck Collaboration XVI ( 2016b ), Planck 

Collaboration VI ( 2020b ) 
143 Planck -HFI I , Q , U 7.30 K 3 Planck Collaboration XVI ( 2016b ), Planck 

Collaboration VI ( 2020b ) 
217 Planck -HFI I , Q , U 5.02 K 3 Planck Collaboration XVI ( 2016b ), Planck 

Collaboration VI ( 2020b ) 
353 Planck -HFI I , Q , U 4.94 K 3 Planck Collaboration XVI ( 2016b ), Planck 

Collaboration VI ( 2020b ) 
545 Planck -HFI I 4.83 MJy sr −1 6.1 Planck Collaboration XVI ( 2016b ) 
857 Planck -HFI I 4.64 MJy sr −1 6.4 Planck Collaboration XVI ( 2016b ) 
1249 COBE -DIRBE I 37.1 MJy sr −1 11.9 Hauser et al. ( 1998 ) 
2141 COBE -DIRBE I 38.0 MJy sr −1 11.9 Hauser et al. ( 1998 ) 
2998 COBE -DIRBE I 38.6 MJy sr −1 11.9 Hauser et al. ( 1998 ) 
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rom the Sino-German 6 cm surv e y of the Galactic plane (Gao et al.
010 ; Sun et al. 2011 ), conducted with the Urumqi-25 m telescope
t 4.8 GHz. 8 

.2 Higher frequency ancillary data 

n the microwave and far-infrared (FIR) range we employ data from
he CMB satellite missions WMAP , Planck , and COBE . We consider
he five WMAP bands at 23, 33, 41, 61, and 94 GHz, using the
orresponding maps in the Stokes parameters I , Q , and U from
he 9-yr WMAP data release (Bennett et al. 2013 ), available at the
AMBDA data base. 
As for the Planck data, we use the maps from the second

ata release (Planck Collaboration XIII 2016b ), which are publicly 
vailable at the Planck Le gac y Archiv e (PLA) webpage. 9 The website
rovides the nine individual frequency survey maps in intensity, at 30, 
4 and 70 GHz from the Low Frequency Instrument (LFI), and at 100,
43, 217, 353, 545 and 857 GHz from the high frequency instrument
HFI). The 100, 217 and 353 maps are contaminated by the CO
 ht tp://zmtt .bao.ac.cn/6cm/surveydat a.ht ml . 
 ht tps://pla.esac.esa.int /#home . 

1

i

otational transition lines (1–0), (2–1) and (3–2), respectively, so 
hese maps were first corrected using the Planck -released Type 1 CO
aps (Planck Collaboration XVI 2014a ), also available in the PLA
ebpage. In polarization, instead, we use the available maps up to
53 GHz from the third data release (Planck Collaboration VI 2020b ), 
hose main impro v ement with respect to the second data release is
recisely in the polarization data. Since after a visual inspection 
f the maps we detected artefacts affecting the 30 GHz U map
owards W51, just for this frequency we adopt instead the polarization 
aps obtained from the NPIPE pipeline (Planck Collaboration 
I 2020d ). 
Finally, we use the Zodi-Subtracted Mission Average maps from 

he DIRBE instrument on the COBE mission (Hauser et al. 1998 )
t 1249, 2141 and 2998 GHz; these maps are available in HEALPIX

ormat at the CADE data base. 10 Maps for these frequencies are in
otal intensity only. 
MNRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 

0 Centre d’Analyse de Donn ́ees Etendues , http://cade.irap.omp.eu/dokuwik 
/doku.php?id = dirbe . 

http://zmtt.bao.ac.cn/6cm/surveydata.html
https://pla.esac.esa.int/#home
http://cade.irap.omp.eu/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=dirbe
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Figure 5. Sample intensity and polarization maps of the sky region including the sources W49 and W51, degraded to a 1 deg resolution, across the frequency 
range employed for the SED study. The apertures and background annuli used for the aperture photometry analysis are o v erplotted to each panel. 
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 SED  O F  S O U R C E S  

he characterization of the emission from our sources is primarily
chieved by analysing their spectral energy distribution (SED),
.e. the frequency dependence of the observed flux densities in
ntensity and polarization. Flux densities are measured with the aper-
ure photometry technique, following the implementation described
n G ́enova-Santos et al. ( 2015b ) and also adopted by G ́enova-Santos
t al. ( 2017 ) and Poidevin et al. ( 2019 ) for the study of other compact
ources. Apart from the previous QUIJOTE studies, aperture photom-
try has already been exploited for SED reconstruction in previous
orks (Dickinson et al. 2011 ; G ́enova-Santos et al. 2011 ; L ́opez-
araballo et al. 2011 ; Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın et al. 2012a ; Demetroullas
t al. 2015 ; Planck Collaboration XIII 2016c ). The technique consists
n estimating the mean map temperature inside a suitable aperture
entred on the source, and in removing a background level estimated
s the median signal within a surrounding annulus; the result is then
onverted into flux density using the analytical conversion factor
etween temperature units and Jy, and the angular size subtended
y the aperture. The sizes of the aperture and annulus depend on the
NRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 
onsidered source. We adopt the values reported in Table 1 which suit
he different angular extents of the three regions; the table also reports
he reference source position onto which all circles are centred.
his choice is adopted for all the QUIJOTE and ancillary maps
moothed to a 1 deg resolution, and for measuring both the intensity
nd polarization SEDs. The corresponding circles are o v erplotted to
he intensity and polarization maps shown in Figs 5 and 6 . Notice
hat although in other works the background is estimated as the
ean value of map pixels in the annulus, in our case the regions are

lose to the Galactic plane, implying that strong signal variation on
cales comparable to our apertures may bias the estimation of the
ackground level. The choice of the median of the annulus pixels
s then made to minimize this effect, as discussed in Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın
t al. ( 2012a ). 

The uncertainties on the measured flux densities can be computed
s explained in G ́enova-Santos et al. ( 2015b ), by using the rms of the
ixels located in the background annulus (which is not biased by the
ource emission) and considering the contribution from the number
f independent pixels in the aperture and in the annulus. We found

art/stac3502_f5.eps
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Figure 6. Same as in Fig. 5 , but showing this time the IC443 region. The mask is not included to better show the evolution of the background with frequency. 
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hat this method, although providing reasonable error estimates in 
otal intensity, tends to underestimate the uncertainties in the Q and 
 flux densities. We then choose to compute the flux density errors,
oth in intensity and in polarization, as the rms of the flux densities
omputed in 10 apertures randomly located around the source, in such 
 way as to a v oid the diffuse emission from the Galactic plane region
nd other intervening compact sources. The chosen apertures are 
hown in Fig. 7 for all three regions; the radii for the central aperture
nd the background annulus are the same as the ones employed for
omputing the source flux densities. These error estimates capture 
he typical fluctuations of the background at the aperture scale, and 
epresent therefore a more reasonable estimate for the flux density 
ncertainties. 
We also include a calibration error a posteriori, which is taken as

 fixed fraction of the measured flux density and added in quadrature
o the rms of the random apertures. This additional component is
hosen to include all possible systematics affecting our flux density 
easurements. We adopt a conserv ati ve calibration error equal to 

0 per cent of the flux density for all the low frequency points,
rom 408 MHz to 4.8 GHz; this choice is consistent with previous
UIJOTE studies, as in G ́enova-Santos et al. ( 2017 ) and Poidevin
t al. ( 2019 ). Indeed, these points have a high statistical weight in the
odelling of the source emission, since they anchor the total intensity 

evel of synchrotron and free–free amplitudes at low frequencies, and 
s such affect the required level of AME in the microwave range.
imilarly, the DRAO and Urumqi points are the only available low-
requency polarized flux densities, and their statistical weight is high 
n fixing the slope of the polarized synchrotron power la w. Howev er,
hese points are also affected by important systematic effects (for 
nstance, the main-beam calibration issue described in Section 4.1 ), 
o that a significative calibration error is required to mitigate them.
or the specific case of the Urumqi point we also consider an
dditional contribution to the error in the Q and U flux densities,
aken as a fraction ( ∼1 per cent) of the measured flux density in
otal intensity; this is done in view of the irregular trend shown
y Urumqi polarized maps in Figs 5 and 6 , in order to account
or possible intensity-to-polarization leakages. Finally, following 
gain a similar convention as in other QUIJOTE-MFI studies, 
e include conserv ati ve calibration uncertainties of 5 per cent for
UIJOTE points, 3 per cent for WMAP and Planck up to 353 GHz,
MNRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 
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Figure 7. Random apertures employed to estimate the uncertainties on the source flux densities, o v erplotted for all three regions onto QUIJOTE 11 GHz total 
intensity maps smoothed to a 1 deg resolution. The IC443 tailored mask is also shown in the third panel. The size of the central apertures and the background 
annuli are the same as the ones used for measuring the source flux density. 
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.1 per cent for 545 GHz, 6.4 per cent for 857 GHz and 11.9 per cent
or DIRBE points (Planck Collaboration VIII 2011 ; Planck Col-
aboration XVI 2014a ; Poidevin et al. 2019 ; Cepeda-Arroita et al.
021 ). 
Apart from the Stokes parameters Q and U , it is interesting to

nvestigate the frequency dependence of the total polarized intensity
 . The flux density for the latter can be e v aluated as P = ( Q 

2 + U 

2 ) 1/2 ,
nd the corresponding uncertainty σ P is obtained by propagating the
ncertainties σ Q and σ U on the Stokes parameters, measured on
he corresponding maps. We also consider the polarization fraction,
efined as � = P / I , whose uncertainty is determined by propagating
he errors on I and P . It is important to notice that these definitions of
 and � result in their posterior distributions being non-Gaussian;
s detailed in Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın et al. ( 2012a ), this may result in the
nal polarization estimates being positively biased, especially when

he signal-to-noise ratio of the detection is low. Since studies of
ME polarization generally quote upper limit on � , this issue is
articularly rele v ant in our analysis. Hence, we apply a debiasing
orrection according to the methodology described in Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın
t al. ( 2012a ), whereby the most likely value for the polarized
ux density and fraction is obtained by integrating the posterior
istributions on P and � , respectively. The posterior distribution on
 has been derived analytically in the literature (Vaillancourt 2006 ),
nd we adopt it to debias the polarization flux densities. For the
ase of � , instead, the posterior is reconstructed with a Monte Carlo
pproach, by drawing random values for Q and U ; values are sampled
rom a normal distribution whose width is given by the measured
ncertainties on the Stokes parameters. The same approach was also
dopted in G ́enova-Santos et al. ( 2017 ). 

The measurements of the polarized Stokes parameters Q and
 also allow us to estimate the polarization angle γ for the

hree regions at different frequencies. We adopt the definition
= −0 . 5 arctan ( U/Q ) , where it is understood that the arctangent

s to be e v aluated element-wise, taking into account the individual
igns of Q and U , in order to have the final angle defined in [ − π /2,
/2]. Although we adopt the HEALPIX convention for the sign of the
tokes parameters, this expression still ensures the angle is measured
ositive north through east. 
Finally, we apply colour corrections (CC) to our flux density

stimates, in order to account for the signal alteration due to the
nite instrumental bandpass. This issue is particularly rele v ant for
UIJOTE, WMAP , Planck , and DIRBE, whereas for the lower

requenc y surv e ys the bandwidth is typically narrow enough to
ake this correction unnecessary. Information on the bandpasses

or the aforementioned satellite-based data was retrieved from the
AMBDA and PLA archives, whereas for QUIJOTE the measured
NRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 
nstrumental bandpasses were employed (see G ́enova-Santos et al., in
reparation, for details). The CC computation requires the bandpass
ntegration of a suitable model for the spectral dependence of
he source flux density; for this we employ the model we fit on
he data (Section 6 ) in an iterative procedure. The model initially
tted on the uncorrected flux densities is used to obtain a first CC
stimation; these CCs are used to correct the initial flux densities
nd their uncertainties before repeating the fit. This procedure
s repeated until convergence, which is al w ays reached within
he third iteration. The magnitude of the final colour corrections
s typically � 2 per cent for QUIJOTE, � 3 per cent for WMAP ,
 1 . 5 per cent for Planck -LFI, and � 10 per cent for Planck -HFI and
IRBE. 
The final estimates for the parameters I , Q , U , P , � and γ are

eported in Tables 5 , 6 and 7 for the regions W49, W51 and IC443,
espectively. Notice that the 2326 MHz point is not available for
C443 as the source is located outside the surv e y footprint. The
RAO polarized fraction � is computed using the total intensity
alue I measured from the Reich & Reich ( 1986 ) map at the same
requency . Finally , the debiasing employed to compute P can result
n a final null flux density, especially when the signal-to-noise ratio
or Q and U is low; in that case we quote the 95 per cent confidence
evel as the upper limit for the polarized flux density. The same
onsiderations apply to the polarization fraction � . Notice that
he tables report the flux densities as they are obtained from the
hotometric measurements, prior to any colour correction; the CC
oefficients are reported in the last column of each table. For all three
egions, the corresponding SEDs in I and P are plotted in Fig. 8 ,
hile the frequency dependence of the polarization angle is shown

n Fig. 9 . Unlike the tables, the plots show the final colour-corrected
EDs from the last iteration of the multicomponent fit described in
ection 6.1 . 

 M O D E L L I N G  T H E  S O U R C E  EMISSIONS  

his section is devoted to the physical interpretation of the flux
ensities measured towards the three sources considered in this work,
aking into account both the total intensity and the polarization 
EDs. 

.1 Methodology 

ur modelling of the source emissions considers the four continuum
oreground mechanisms listed in Section 1 . At low frequency, the
ontribution from the synchrotron emission is modelled with a power

art/stac3502_f7.eps
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Table 5. Summary table for the intensity and (when available) polarized flux densities obtained for W49 at different frequencies. Values for the 
Stokes parameters I , Q and U are extracted from the QUIJOTE and ancillary maps degraded to a 1 deg resolution, while the polarized intensity 
P , the polarized fraction � and the polarization angle γ are computed as detailed in Section 5 . The last column reports the colour correction 
coefficients for intensity and polarization, computed following the methodology described in Section 6.1 ; when polarization data are not available 
we quote the colour correction in total intensity only. 

W49 
Surv e y Freq. I Q U P � γ CC 

(GHz) (Jy) (Jy) (Jy) (Jy) per cent (deg) ( I , P ) 

Haslam 0.4 208 ± 35 – – – – – –
Berkhuijsen 0.8 167 ± 23 – – – – – –
Reich 1.4 134 ± 16 – – – – – –
DRAO 1.4 – 0.7 ± 2.1 4.5 ± 1.3 4.2 ± 1.7 3.2 + 1 . 3 −1 . 4 −40.4 ± 12.9 –
Jonas 2.3 105 ± 13 – – – – – –
Urumqi 4.8 150 ± 16 2.6 ± 7.8 3.6 ± 7.8 � 17.0 � 11.2 −26.9 ± 50.6 –
QUIJOTE 11.1 143 ± 8 1.9 ± 0.6 0.6 ± 0.5 1.9 ± 0.6 1.3 + 0 . 4 −0 . 5 −8.4 ± 7.7 0.986, 0.974 
QUIJOTE 12.9 148 ± 8 1.3 ± 0.6 0.2 ± 0.3 1.2 ± 0.4 0.8 ± 0.3 −4.5 ± 6.1 1.001, 0.998 
QUIJOTE 16.8 158 ± 9 1.2 ± 0.3 0.2 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.3 0.7 ± 0.2 −3.8 ± 5.4 1.007, 1.019 
QUIJOTE 18.8 160 ± 9 1.2 ± 0.3 0.2 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.3 0.8 ± 0.2 −4.7 ± 5.3 1.008, 1.012 
WMAP 22.8 161 ± 6 1.0 ± 0.3 0.3 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.1 −7.8 ± 4.8 0.973, 0.960 
Planck -LFI 28.4 149 ± 6 1.0 ± 0.2 0.1 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.1 −2.9 ± 4.1 1.006, 1.002 
WMAP 33.0 144 ± 5 0.8 ± 0.3 0.1 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.3 0.5 ± 0.2 −1.8 ± 8.2 0.982, 0.978 
WMAP 40.6 134 ± 4 0.5 ± 0.4 0.3 ± 0.3 0.4 + 0 . 2 −0 . 4 � 0.9 −16.7 ± 16.1 0.994, 0.992 
Planck -LFI 44.1 132 ± 5 0.4 ± 0.2 0.1 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.2 0.2 + 0 . 1 −0 . 2 −7.3 ± 15.2 0.992, 0.991 
WMAP 60.8 130 ± 5 0.0 ± 0.4 0.4 ± 0.6 � 1.2 � 0.9 −42.4 ± 33.8 0.977, 0.985 
Planck -LFI 70.4 137 ± 6 1.0 ± 0.3 0.5 ± 0.3 1.1 ± 0.3 0.7 + 0 . 3 −0 . 2 −14.8 ± 8.3 0.984, 0.985 
WMAP 93.5 189 ± 9 1.5 ± 2.0 0.0 ± 1.6 � 4.3 � 2.3 −0.7 ± 31.3 0.993, 1.000 
Planck -HFI 100.0 220 ± 11 3.4 ± 0.5 −0.1 ± 0.3 3.4 ± 0.4 1.5 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 2.4 0.965, 0.945 
Planck -HFI 143.0 493 ± 24 9.6 ± 1.5 −0.2 ± 0.9 9.6 ± 1.2 1.9 ± 0.3 0.6 ± 2.7 0.984, 0.979 
Planck -HFI 217.0 2021 ± 109 43.2 ± 6.5 5.7 ± 4.2 43.2 ± 5.2 2.1 ± 0.3 −3.7 ± 2.8 0.898, 0.896 
Planck -HFI 353.0 9666 ± 573 190.2 ± 31.7 43.9 ± 18.6 193.7 + 24 . 2 

−24 . 3 2.0 ± 0.3 −6.5 ± 2.9 0.896, 0.900 
Planck -HFI 545.0 (3.58 ± 0.28) × 10 4 – – – – – 0.887 
Planck -HFI 857.0 (1.18 ± 0.09) × 10 5 – – – – – 0.961 
DIRBE 1249.1 (2.66 ± 0.32) × 10 5 – – – – – 0.996 
DIRBE 2141.4 (4.14 ± 0.50) × 10 5 – – – – – 1.075 
DIRBE 2997.9 (2.13 ± 0.26) × 10 5 – – – – – 1.086 
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aw: 

 sync ( ν) = A s 

(
ν

νp 

)αs 

, (2) 

ith a pivot frequency νp = 1 GHz ; we fit in this case for the
ynchrotron amplitude A s at 1 GHz, and for the synchrotron spectral 
ndex αs . We will consider the synchrotron contribution both in 
ntensity and polarization. 

The free–free flux density as a function of frequency is given 
y (see for example Wilson, Rohlfs & H ̈uttemeister 2009 ): 

 ff ( ν) = 

2 k B ν2 �

c 2 
T e 

(
1 − e −τff ( ν) 

)
, (3) 

hich is the radiation transfer equation for the free–free emission, 
ith the first fraction representing the conversion factor between 
rightness temperature and flux density in the Rayleigh–Jeans 
imit; k B is the Boltzmann constant, c the speed of light, T e the
lectron temperature and � the solid angle subtended by the chosen 
hotometry aperture. All the information on the emission is encoded 
n the free–free opacity τ ff , for which we adopt the parametrization 
rovided by Draine ( 2011 ): 

ff ( ν) = 5 . 468 × 10 −2 

(
T e 

K 

)−1 . 5 ( ν

GHz 

)−2 

×
(

EM 

pc cm 

−6 

)
g ff ( ν) , (4) 
here the frequency ν, the electron temperature T e and the emission
easure EM are expressed in convenient units, and g ff is the Gaunt

actor. For the latter we also choose the parametrization given 
n Draine ( 2011 ), namely: 

 ff ( ν) = 

= ln 

[ 

exp 

( 

5 . 960 −
√ 

3 

π
ln 

[ 

Z 

( ν

GHz 

)(
T e 

10 4 K 

)−3 / 2 
] ) 

+ e 

] 

, 

(5)

here e is Napier’s constant and we set the charge number to Z =
 (hydrogen plasma). This modelling for the free–free emission 
s found to be more accurate than the conventional one (Wilson
t al. 2009 ) o v er a broader frequenc y range, and w as also emplo yed
n Planck Collaboration XVI ( 2014a ). We want to fit for the value of
he emission measure EM, which is defined as the squared electron
ensity integrated along the line of sight and is generally adopted
s an indicator of the strength of the free–free emission. Notice
hat it would not be possible to fit simultaneously for the emission

easure and the electron temperature, given the strong de generac y 
etween the two parameters that is clear from equation ( 4 ). For the
lectron temperature we then adopt the values extracted from the 
ublic Planck COMMANDER free–free maps; more specifically, 
or each region we take the average of the T e values found in the
ame aperture used to extract the flux density. We obtain the values
000 K for both W49 and W51, and 6861 K for IC443. 
MNRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 
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Table 6. Same as in Table 5 , but for the W51 region. 

W51 
Surv e y Freq. I Q U P � γ CC 

(GHz) (Jy) (Jy) (Jy) (Jy) per cent (deg) ( I , P ) 

Haslam 0.4 684 ± 83 – – – – – –
Berkhuijsen 0.8 653 ± 71 – – – – – –
Reich 1.4 411 ± 43 – – – – – –
DRAO 1.4 – 4.3 ± 2.1 −6.3 ± 1.9 7.4 + 2 . 0 −2 . 1 1.8 + 0 . 6 −0 . 5 27.8 ± 7.7 –
Jonas 2.3 591 ± 61 – – – – – –
Urumqi 4.8 657 ± 66 −3.0 ± 8.4 2.7 ± 8.4 � 17.8 � 2.7 −68.9 ± 58.8 –
QUIJOTE 11.1 508 ± 25 −4.4 ± 0.8 −0.7 ± 0.7 4.4 ± 0.7 0.8 + 0 . 2 −0 . 1 85.3 ± 4.4 0.982, 0.975 
QUIJOTE 12.9 499 ± 25 −5.6 ± 0.6 −4.2 ± 0.8 6.9 ± 0.7 1.4 ± 0.2 71.5 ± 2.9 1.001, 0.998 
QUIJOTE 16.8 502 ± 25 −2.6 ± 0.4 −3.4 ± 0.5 4.3 ± 0.4 0.8 ± 0.1 64.0 ± 2.8 1.008, 1.018 
QUIJOTE 18.8 504 ± 25 −3.2 ± 0.5 −4.0 ± 0.4 5.1 ± 0.5 1.0 ± 0.1 64.3 ± 2.8 1.008, 1.011 
WMAP 22.8 498 ± 15 −3.2 ± 0.2 −2.4 ± 0.4 4.0 ± 0.3 0.8 ± 0.1 71.3 ± 2.4 0.971, 0.963 
Planck -LFI 28.4 470 ± 14 −3.4 ± 0.3 −1.8 ± 0.3 3.8 ± 0.3 0.8 ± 0.1 76.4 ± 2.5 1.006, 1.004 
WMAP 33.0 466 ± 14 −3.1 ± 0.4 −1.6 ± 0.4 3.5 ± 0.4 0.7 ± 0.1 76.2 ± 3.2 0.982, 0.979 
WMAP 40.6 435 ± 13 −2.9 ± 0.5 −1.4 ± 0.4 3.2 ± 0.5 0.7 ± 0.1 77.4 ± 3.8 0.995, 0.993 
Planck -LFI 44.1 426 ± 13 −2.9 ± 0.2 −1.6 ± 0.3 3.3 ± 0.3 0.8 ± 0.1 75.5 ± 2.6 0.993, 0.991 
WMAP 60.8 405 ± 14 −2.1 ± 0.9 −1.4 ± 0.5 2.4 ± 0.7 0.6 ± 0.2 72.5 ± 7.6 0.976, 0.972 
Planck -LFI 70.4 406 ± 14 −1.4 ± 0.6 −1.2 ± 0.5 1.7 ± 0.5 0.4 ± 0.1 70.2 ± 8.1 0.985, 0.982 
WMAP 93.5 481 ± 23 −1.3 ± 3.0 −1.1 ± 1.9 � 5.4 � 1.1 69.7 ± 41.1 0.988, 0.985 
Planck -HFI 100.0 529 ± 21 0.4 ± 0.7 −1.9 ± 0.4 1.8 ± 0.6 0.3 ± 0.1 39.0 ± 10.8 0.976, 0.970 
Planck -HFI 143.0 957 ± 43 7.3 ± 2.2 2.5 ± 1.3 7.5 ± 1.7 0.8 ± 0.2 −9.5 ± 5.4 0.986, 0.970 
Planck -HFI 217.0 3545 ± 197 39.3 ± 9.2 15.1 ± 4.7 41.6 ± 6.6 1.2 ± 0.2 −10.5 ± 3.7 0.900, 0.870 
Planck -HFI 353.0 (1.63 ± 0.10) × 10 4 159.5 ± 43.1 93.0 ± 19.9 182.3 ± 29.3 1.1 ± 0.2 −15.1 ± 4.3 0.898, 0.870 
Planck -HFI 545.0 (6.08 ± 0.48) × 10 4 – – – – – 0.887 
Planck -HFI 857.0 (2.06 ± 0.16) × 10 5 – – – – – 0.958 
DIRBE 1249.1 (4.82 ± 0.59) × 10 5 – – – – – 0.982 
DIRBE 2141.4 (8.66 ± 1.06) × 10 5 – – – – – 1.081 
DIRBE 2997.9 (5.60 ± 0.68) × 10 5 – – – – – 1.072 

Table 7. Same as in Table 5 , but for the IC443 region. 

IC443 
Surv e y Freq. I Q U P � γ CC 

(GHz) (Jy) (Jy) (Jy) (Jy) per cent (deg) ( I , P ) 

Haslam 0.4 130 ± 14 – – – – – –
Berkhuijsen 0.8 132 ± 13 – – – – – –
Reich 1.4 81 ± 8 – – – – – –
DRAO 1.4 – 0.2 ± 3.3 3.6 ± 3.5 � 8.9 � 11.0 −43.4 ± 26.4 –
Urumqi 4.8 88 ± 8 1.6 ± 1.0 −0.2 ± 1.0 0.9 + 0 . 8 −0 . 9 � 4.0 3.1 ± 18.2 –
QUIJOTE 11.1 57 ± 3 1.0 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.1 1.9 ± 0.3 −15.8 ± 3.5 0.977, 0.977 
QUIJOTE 12.9 54 ± 3 0.4 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.3 −36.2 ± 3.6 1.000, 0.999 
QUIJOTE 16.8 52 ± 3 0.3 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.2 1.3 + 0 . 3 −0 . 4 −31.2 ± 7.8 1.008, 1.017 
QUIJOTE 18.8 51 ± 3 0.1 ± 0.3 0.4 ± 0.4 � 0.9 � 1.8 −40.4 ± 25.6 1.008, 1.011 
WMAP 22.8 47 ± 2 0.4 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 0.3 −29.6 ± 4.9 0.966, 0.965 
Planck -LFI 28.4 42 ± 2 0.8 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.3 −13.8 ± 3.5 1.005, 1.005 
WMAP 33.0 40 ± 2 0.4 ± 0.3 0.6 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.2 1.7 ± 0.6 −26.0 ± 10.3 0.980, 0.981 
WMAP 40.6 37 ± 2 0.3 ± 0.3 0.5 ± 0.5 0.4 + 0 . 2 −0 . 4 � 3.5 −31.8 ± 15.1 0.994, 0.994 
Planck -LFI 44.1 35 ± 2 0.5 ± 0.3 0.6 ± 0.3 0.6 + 0 . 3 −0 . 4 1.8 + 0 . 9 −1 . 0 −24.5 ± 12.5 0.992, 0.992 
WMAP 60.8 33 ± 5 0.5 ± 1.4 0.8 ± 1.3 � 3.0 � 9.3 −29.1 ± 40.9 0.975, 0.973 
Planck -LFI 70.4 33 ± 5 −0.1 ± 0.4 1.0 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.4 2.9 + 1 . 2 −1 . 4 −47.6 ± 11.4 0.984, 0.984 
WMAP 93.5 43 ± 11 0.6 ± 2.2 −0.4 ± 2.7 � 5.0 � 11.6 15.3 ± 102.5 0.989, 0.983 
Planck -HFI 100.0 48 ± 11 0.3 ± 0.4 0.5 ± 0.3 0.3 ± 0.3 � 2.8 −28.9 ± 20.6 0.975, 0.988 
Planck -HFI 143.0 80 ± 23 0.5 ± 0.6 1.0 ± 0.7 0.9 + 0 . 5 −0 . 7 � 3.4 −32.0 ± 15.4 0.991, 0.987 
Planck -HFI 217.0 282 ± 84 3.7 ± 3.4 2.9 ± 2.6 2.8 + 2 . 3 −2 . 8 � 4.2 −19.3 ± 17.8 0.910, 0.893 
Planck -HFI 353.0 1205 ± 353 15.8 ± 14.6 11.7 ± 10.0 12.6 + 8 . 9 −12 . 6 � 4.1 −18.2 ± 17.2 0.907, 0.884 
Planck -HFI 545.0 3934 ± 1142 – – – – – 0.900 
Planck -HFI 857.0 (1.09 ± 0.31) × 10 4 – – – – – 0.970 
DIRBE 1249.1 (2.00 ± 0.31) × 10 4 – – – – – 1.013 
DIRBE 2141.4 (2.54 ± 0.40) × 10 4 – – – – – 1.060 
DIRBE 2997.9 (1.21 ± 0.20) × 10 4 – – – – – 1.088 
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Figure 8. SEDs for W49, W51 and IC443, obtained from the combination of QUIJOTE and ancillary data, for the total intensity I (left-hand panels) and the 
total polarized intensity P (right-hand panels). The flux densities have been obtained via aperture photometry in a 1-deg radius aperture centred on the source, 
as detailed in Section 5 , considering all maps smoothed at a 1 deg resolution. QUIJOTE points are the only available data for these regions covering the range 
between 10 and 20 GHz. Overplotted to the data points we show the best-fitting models discussed in Section 6.2 ; the foregrounds considered for each fit are 
quoted in the plot legends. In total intensity the model plotted here for W49 is the one including a synchrotron component with a fixed spectral index (third 
column in Table 8 ), the model for W51 is the one with no synchrotron component (second column in Table 9 ), and for IC443 we show the model with a broken 
power-law synchrotron spectrum (last column of Table 10 ). When fitting for a dust component on the polarized SEDs, the dust temperature is al w ays fixed to 
the value obtained in total intensity; for W51, the DRAO point was not included in the polarization fit. 
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The thermal emission from ISM dust grains is clearly evident in 
he FIR intensity SEDs for all regions. As customary, we model this
mission as a modified blackbody, where in the optically thin regime 
he dust blackbody spectrum B ν( T dust ) is weighted by the dust optical
epth τ dust : 

 dust ( ν) = τdust ( ν) B ν( T dust ) � = 

= τ250 

( ν

1200 GHz 

)βdust 
B ν( T dust ) �. (6) 

n the second equality, we expressed the frequency scaling for the 
ust opacity as a power law around a pivot frequency of 1200 GHz (or
50 μm ). In this case we fit for the dust temperature T dust , emissivity
dust , and optical depth τ 250 at 250 μm . 
The AME emission is modelled phenomenologically as a parabola 

n the log–log plane (Stevenson 2014 ): 

 AME ( ν) = A AME · exp 

{ 

−1 

2 

[
ln ( ν/νAME ) 

W AME 

]2 
} 

. (7) 

n this case we fit for the peak frequency νAME , the peak amplitude
 AME and the width of the parabola W AME . A similar form for

he AME fitting function, although with a different meaning of the
arameters, was proposed by Bonaldi et al. ( 2007 ), and employed
MNRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 
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Figure 9. Polarization angle γ as a function of frequency, towards the three 
re gions. We also o v erplot to the data points the best-fitting Faraday rotation 
model from equation ( 9 ), and report the resulting parameter estimates in each 
panel. 
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11 https:// www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/docs/ mpfitfun.html . 
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n the previous QUIJOTE publications. Such a model, however,
as the drawback of coupling the peak frequency and the width
f the parabola (meaning that variations in νAME would alter the
alue of W AME ). The functional form from equation ( 7 ), instead,
isentangles the parameters νAME and W AME , which can now be
aried independently. 

Finally, we fit for a CMB contribution, expressed as the differential
f the flux density with respect to the temperature times the CMB
emperature fluctuation � T CMB : 

 CMB ( ν) = 

h 

2 ν4 

2 k B T 2 CMB c 
2 

sinh −2 

(
hν

2 k B T CMB 

)
��T CMB , (8) 

here h is the Planck’s constant and we adopt the reference CMB
emperature T CMB = 2 . 7255 K (Fixsen 2009 ). In this case we fit for
he value of � T CMB . 
NRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 
The SED modelling is done with a Levenberg–Marquardt least-
quare fit (Markwardt 2009 ) between our data points and the sum of
he chosen foreground models, implemented via the Interactive Data
anguage ( IDL ) MPFITFUN function. 11 As anticipated in Section 5 ,

he model is used to compute colour correction coefficients for
ll frequencies abo v e 10 GHz; these corrections are applied to the
riginal flux densities and to their original uncertainties, and the fit
s repeated, until convergence. The same procedure is adopted for
oth the intensity and polarization SEDs. Before choosing the final
odel that best reproduces the SED of each source, we explore all

ifferent foreground combinations; this iterative correction process
s applied consistently in each case. 

Notice that the χ2 minimization performed in our fit assumes that
ll measurements are statistically independent. This is not entirely
rue for adjacent QUIJOTE frequencies belonging to the same horn,
hose noise is correlated (see Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın et al. 2022 , for a more

omplete discussion). We check for the effect this correlation can
ave on our source modelling in the following way. We combine
he 11 and 13 GHz flux densities and errors into an ef fecti ve 12 GHz

easurement, using the correlation coefficients reported in Rubi ̃ no-
art ́ın et al. ( 2022 ) when computing the ef fecti ve uncertainty; the

ame procedure is repeated for the 17 and 19 GHz points, yielding and
f fecti ve 18 GHz flux density estimate. When repeating the fit using
his set of reduced QUIJOTE data, we find that the resulting best-
tting parameters are compatible within their uncertainties with the
ull QUIJOTE data case. We therefore conclude that the existing noise
orrelations between adjacent QUIJOTE frequencies are negligible
s far as our source modelling is concerned. 

Information on the polarized emission can also be extracted from
he frequency dependence of the polarization angle shown in Fig. 9 .
ariations of γ with frequency can be ascribed to Faraday rotation

rom the neighbouring ionized medium. The effect can be modelled,
s a function of wavelength, as: 

( λ) = γ0 + RM λ2 , (9) 

here γ 0 is the polarization angle for λ = 0 (or ν → ∞ ) and RM
s the rotation measure, which is proportional to the line-of-sight
ntegral of the electron density times the parallel component of the

agnetic field. We fit for γ 0 and RM o v er our measured γ values, and
eport the best-fitting estimates in each panel in Fig. 9 . The resulting
odel for the polarization angle is o v erplotted as a dashed line to the

ata. 

.2 Application to W49, W51, and IC443 

he SEDs in total intensity shown in Fig. 8 can be modelled by
 suitable combination of the four foregrounds mentioned in the
eginning of this section. The contribution of thermal dust emission
s clear in all the regions, producing the characteristic peak at FIR
requencies. The spectrum in the lowest frequency range shows a
ecrease which is due to either synchrotron or free–free emission,
r a combination of the two. Any possible AME contribution would
merge in the microwave range as an excess signal with respect to the
ombination of synchrotron and the thermal emissions. The actual
etection of AME towards these regions is then subject to a clear
haracterization of the other foregrounds; this is particularly crucial
or the low frequency points, where the free–free and synchrotron
omponents are de generate. F or each re gion we will then repeat the
t by fixing the spectral index of the synchrotron power law to the
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Table 8. Results of the multi-component fits for the W49 region. The table 
reports the best-fit values for different parameters when fitting the total 
intensity I and the polarized intensity P . The table also reports the results 
of the fit in intensity when fixing the synchrotron spectral index to the value 
fitted in polarization. When fitting for P the dust temperature is al w ays fixed 
to the value obtained in total intensity. 

W49 
Parameter I I (fixed αs ) P 

A s (Jy) – 65.3 ± 31.3 7.2 ± 2.2 
αs – −0.67 −0.67 ± 0.10 
EM (cm 

−6 pc) 1315 ± 84 774 ± 283 –
A AME (Jy) 55.0 ± 7.2 85.9 ± 17.6 –
W AME 0.6 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.2 –
νAME (GHz) 21.0 ± 1.4 20.0 ± 1.4 –
� T CMB ( μK) 98 ± 67 174 ± 88 –
τ 250 × 10 3 1.52 ± 0.26 1.53 ± 0.27 0.03 ± 0.01 
βdust 1.75 ± 0.09 1.75 ± 0.10 1.64 ± 0.13 
T dust (K) 20.4 ± 0.9 20.4 ± 0.9 20.4 

χ2 12.3 8.9 16.8 
χ2 

red 0.69 0.52 1.20 
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alue estimated from the polarized intensity SED, and fit only for
ts amplitude. We try different combinations of the four foreground 
missions and finally quote the results that provide the best modelling 
f the measured SED; this is assessed e v aluating both the resulting
2 and the physical meaning of the best-fit parameter values. A 

ummary of the fit results is reported in Tables 8 , 9 and 10 for W49,
51 and IC443, respectively. The tables report the best-fit parameter 

alues, the associated χ2 and the corresponding reduced chi-square 
efined as χ2 

red = χ2 / dof , where the number of degree of freedom
dof) is computed as the number of fitted points minus the number
f free parameters. 
The polarized SEDs plotted in Fig. 8 show the joint contribution 

rom a decaying component at low frequencies, and a raising 
omponent in the FIR range. The latter is to be ascribed to thermal
ust emission, which is known to be polarized with fraction up 
o 20 per cent in some regions of the sky (Planck Collaboration
I 2020e ); in our case the polarized flux densities suggest a low
egree of polarization, at the per cent level. The decaying part of the
pectrum can be due either to free–free or to synchrotron. Although 
he former can yield a non-null residual polarization fraction at the 
evel � 1 per cent (Trujillo-Bueno et al. 2002 ), as commented in 
ection 1 it is generally assumed a non-polarized foreground. The 
olarized signal observed towards our regions at low frequency is 
hen most likely to be attributed to synchrotron emission. 

In principle, we could adopt the functional forms from equa- 
ions ( 2 ) and ( 6 ) and fit for a combination of the two foregrounds in
olarization. Ho we ver, our FIR polarized flux densities only cover 
 portion of the rising dust spectrum, which is not ef fecti ve in
onstraining the combination of the dust parameters. For this reason, 
e fix the dust temperature to the value obtained from the study
f the corresponding SED in total intensity, and only fit for the
ust emissivity and optical depth. Notice that we also considered a 
ossible polarized AME contribution in our SED model, using the 
ame functional form from equation ( 7 ). Ho we ver, in all cases we
ound that the inclusion of a polarized AME component degrades the 
uality of the fit and yields non-physical values for the associated 
arameters. We conclude that there is no proof of any measurable 
ME polarized emission; as such, we decided not to include this

oreground in the polarization fit. The fit results for the three regions
n polarization are o v erplotted to the colour-corrected flux densities
n the right-hand panels of Fig. 8 . In the fit we also kept the points
hat only provide upper limits on polarization, by setting their flux 
ensity to zero and using their 1- σ uncertainty. 

.2.1 W49 

or W49, we find that the SED in intensity is best modelled by a
ombination of all the aforementioned components with the excep- 
ion of synchrotron; the resulting best-fitting parameter values are 
isted in Table 8 . Our estimates for the free–free emission measure,
he CMB temperature fluctuation and the thermal dust parameters 
re in agreement with those obtained in 12 Planck Collaboration XVI 
 2014a ). At low frequencies, the contribution from the free–free 
mission alone provides the best fit to the SED; when including 
 synchrotron component, the resulting best-fitting spectral index is 
 xcessiv ely steep ( αs 
 −1.3) and its amplitude A s is compatible with
ero, so that we decided not to include a synchrotron contribution. 
uch a result can be understood, given that the bulk of the emission
2 For the value of the optical depth we refer to the erratum Planck 
ollaboration et al. ( 2018 ). 

w  

i
v
ν  
omes from the H II regions associated with W49A. The signal
bserved in polarization towards W49 can be ascribed to the SNR
49B or, more likely, to the diffuse Galactic synchrotron emission; 

n any case, its contribution in total intensity is hindered by the
righter thermal bremmstrahlung coming from the star-forming 
egions. Hence, for simplicity, we decided not to include it in our
ource modelling; although we know that a synchrotron component 
s present, its inclusion yields non-physical results for its amplitude 
nd spectral index, while only marginally changing the parameter 
alues for the other emissions. 

The situation is different when analysing the polarized SED, 
hich clearly shows a decreasing spectrum at low frequencies that 

an be ascribed to synchrotron; we then fit the spectrum with a
ombination of synchrotron and thermal dust, fixing T dust to the 
alue obtained in total intensity. The resulting spectral index is 
s = −0.67 ± 0.10, which is consistent with the expected range 

or the synchrotron emission. It is then possible to try and fit for a
ynchrotron component in total intensity, fixing the spectral index to 
he value obtained in polarization and only leaving the amplitude A s 

s a free parameter. This time the synchrotron amplitude is detected
t 2 σ , while the best-fit values for the free–free emission measure
nd the CMB temperature fluctuation have respectively a worse and 
etter agreement with Planck Collaboration XVI ( 2014a ); this can be
xpected as this reference does not include a synchrotron component 
n the source modelling, so that their free–free result accounts for the
hole amplitude of the emission at low frequencies. 
Still, the joint contribution of free–free, CMB and thermal dust 

s not enough to account for the microwave flux densities in total
ntensity, with QUIJOTE points clearly suggesting a downturn of the 
ME excess in this frequency range. We found that the inclusion of
ur AME functional form yields the best modelling with χ2 

red = 0 . 69
ithout synchrotron and χ2 

red = 0 . 52 when fixing αs (by comparison,
 fit without AME would result in χ2 

red = 3 . 60 and χ2 
red = 3 . 78,

espectively, with a flip in sign for the CMB temperature fluctuation).
n the end, we can choose the modelling that includes the synchrotron
ith fixed spectral index as our reference model for W49, as

t provides the best χ2 
red value and yields physically reasonable 

alues for all resulting parameters. The AME peak frequency is 
AME = 20 . 0 ± 1 . 4 GHz , where it is detected with a significance
MNRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 
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M

Table 9. Same as in Table 8 , but for the W51 region. 

W51 
Parameter I I (fixed αs ) P 

A s (Jy) – 359.0 ± 140.3 19.8 ± 4.6 
αs – −0.51 −0.51 ± 0.07 
EM (cm 

−6 pc) 2828 ± 178 428 ± 1071 –
A AME (Jy) 105.6 ± 26.3 359.3 ± 121.7 –
W AME 0.9 ± 0.3 1.7 ± 0.4 –
νAME (GHz) 17.7 ± 3.6 15.8 ± 3.0 –
� T CMB ( μK) −51 ± 105 94 ± 181 –
τ 250 × 10 3 1.08 ± 0.20 1.10 ± 0.21 0.03 ± 0.02 
βdust 1.65 ± 0.10 1.66 ± 0.11 2.35 ± 0.33 
T dust (K) 23.1 ± 1.2 22.9 ± 1.3 23.1 

χ2 22.2 19.2 29.2 
χ2 

red 1.23 1.13 2.25 
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f ∼4.7 σ and accounts for ∼ 55 per cent of the observed intensity
mission towards W49. 

W49 does not appear in QUIJOTE maps as a strongly polarized
ource. In Fig. 2 it is visible in Q as a local increase in the intensity
f the polarized background, while there are only hints of positive
 towards the source. The flux densities quoted in Table 5 confirm

his picture with most of the signal coming from positive Q . Since
his polarized state is typical of the diffuse Galactic plane emission,
he polarization observed towards W49 may be produced by local
ntensification of the Galactic foreground, rather than by synchrotron
mission proceeding specifically from the SNR W49B. The DRAO
aps in Fig. 5 show a different configuration, in which the positive
 towards the centre of the region is smeared, while U shows a

lear positive signal; this can be a result of Faraday rotation of
he polarized direction showing up at the 21 cm wavelength. This
bservation is corroborated by the fact that the polarized intensity
pectrum in Fig. 8 flattens at the lowest frequencies, suggesting a
oss of polarized flux density (Faraday depolarization). The Q and
 flux densities in Table 5 show that this effect already begins to
e important at the Urumqi 5 GHz frequency, although their high
ncertainties only provide an upper limit for P , as shown in the SED
lot. A more direct representation of this effect is provided by the
pectral distribution of the polarization angle in Fig. 9 . While at ν �
0 GHz the angle is constantly close to zero, which means a mainly
ositive Q state, the DRAO and Urumqi points show a deviation that
an be fitted by our Faraday rotation model with a rotation measure
M = ( −14 . 9 ± 5 . 1) rad m 

−2 . We stress that, although we measure
 Faraday rotation effect, the associated synchrotron emission likely
oes not proceed from the SNR W49B, but rather from the diffuse
alactic polarized emission; as a further proof of this, we notice that

he peak of the positive U emission in the DRAO map is shifted
ith respect to the position of W49. None the less, as this polarized

ignal is captured by our aperture, it is worth showing the associated
odelling in P and γ as part of our study of QUIJOTE data towards

his region. 

.2.2 W51 

or W51 the situation is very similar to W49: the local massive
olecular clouds and associated H II regions are the main source

f radio emission at low frequencies, where they mask the non-
hermal emission from the SNR W51C. The SED is best fitted by
 combination of free–free, AME, CMB and thermal dust, with the
stimates on the parameters reported in Table 9 ; the CMB in this
NRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 
ase shows a ne gativ e contribution, which however is compatible
ith zero. Our dust parameters are in reasonably good agreement
ith the ones reported in Demetroullas et al. ( 2015 ), considering that

heir fit includes a synchrotron component and does not include AME
r CMB. In our fit, the inclusion of AME determines a considerably
etter agreement between the model and the data points, improving
he χ2 

red value from 2.06 to 1.23. The inclusion of a synchrotron
omponent, instead, w ould mak e the free–free emission measure
ompatible with zero and yield non-physical values for the AME
arameters; when keeping the synchrotron and removing the AME
omponent we find again a free–free amplitude compatible with
ero and a very flat synchrotron spectrum ( αs 
 −0.1). We therefore
ecided not to include the synchrotron component in our intensity
t. 
Ho we ver, unlike W49, W51 clearly stands out against the Galactic

lane as a bright polarized source, with both ne gativ e Q and U .
mong the three regions considered in this work, it is the one

hat provides the highest polarized flux densities; still, this increase
n the polarized flux density is associated with an increase in the
otal intensity towards the source, so that the resulting polarization
ractions in Table 6 are at the same level as for the other regions.
lso, for W51 the effect of Faraday depolarization appears even

tronger than in the case of W49: this can be seen already from the
rumqi and DRAO maps in Fig. 5 . The screening effect is likely due

o intervening ionized gas along the line of sight towards W51C,
ossibly associated with the H II regions from the neighbouring
51A. As reported in Table 6 , at the Urumqi frequency the U

ux density is compatible with zero, while the polarized SED in
ig. 8 shows that the DRAO point flux density is at the same level
s the lowest QUIJOTE frequencies. The spectral distribution of the
olarization angle shown in Fig. 9 once again confirms this picture,
ith a rather constant angle at microwave frequencies and a sharp
ecrease at ν � 10 GHz . The fit of our Faraday rotation model yields
M = ( −17 . 6 ± 3 . 1) rad m 

−2 , which is higher in modulus than the
stimate obtained for W49, confirming the effect is more relevant.
ote that in this case we did not include the Planck -HFI points in the
t, as in the plot they show a break with the microwave trend; this is
robably due to polarized dust contribution, either from the diffuse
alactic background or associated with the H II regions in W51. The

ffect is also quite evident from the bottom row panels in Fig. 5 . 
Once again, the polarized SED is best fitted by a combination

f a synchrotron and a thermal dust component alone. Including all
ur available points we obtain the values αs = −0.37 ± 0.05 and
 

1 GHz 
sync = 12 . 7 ± 2 . 0 with χ2 

red = 2 . 61. Demetroullas et al. ( 2015 )
btained the estimate αs = −0.58 ± 0.06 when using CBI 31 GHz
nd Effelsberg 2.7 GHz data. Our flatter spectrum can be a result
f Faraday depolarization at the lowest frequencies, as explained.
n fact, if we remo v e the DRAO point from the fit and only keep
requency points from 4.8 GHz upwards (the Urumqi point only
roviding an upper limit), we obtain the values reported in Table 9 ,
ith the compatible estimate αs = −0.51 ± 0.07. We conclude that

he Faraday depolarization se verely af fects the DRAO point, in such
 way that its inclusion in the fit would result in a biased estimation
f the synchrotron spectral index. Hence, we keep the fit results
btained removing the DRAO point as our fiducial estimates. 
Going back to the intensity SED, we still tried to include a

ynchrotron component by fixing its spectral index to the value
s = −0.51 fitted in polarization. Although the goodness of fit is
aintained ( χ2 

red = 1 . 13) this modification in the modelling signif-
cantly alters the values of the emission measure (which is now
ompatible with zero), the CMB (again compatible with zero but
ositive) and the AME parameters, the latter showing an unphysically
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Table 10. Same as in Table 8 , but for the IC443 region. In this case, the 
additional last column reports the results of the fit which adopts a broken 
power-law synchrotron model, and which results in the best modelling for 
IC433 intensity SED. 

IC443 
Parameter I I (fixed αs ) P I (curv. s.) 

A s (Jy) 96.5 ± 10.6 71.9 ± 10.9 2.6 ± 1.0 106.7 ± 5.8 
αs −0.29 ± 0.03 −0.37 −0.37 ± 0.13 −0.21 ± 0.04 
ν0, s (GHz) – – – 114 ± 73 
EM (cm 

−6 pc) 69 ± 60 235 ± 39 – –
� T CMB ( μK) −58 ± 37 −65 ± 35 – 29 ± 54 
τ 250 × 10 3 0.09 ± 0.03 0.09 ± 0.03 0.002 ± 0.006 0.11 ± 0.04 
βdust 1.31 ± 0.25 1.28 ± 0.23 2.12 ± 1.49 1.51 ± 0.29 
T dust (K) 20.6 ± 2.0 20.7 ± 1.9 20.0 19.4 ± 1.9 

χ2 13.1 13.8 12.7 11.0 
χ2 

red 0.73 0.72 0.90 0.61 
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arge value for W AME , and a very lo w v alue for the peak frequency.
e also tried and fixed the synchrotron amplitude too, by assuming

 polarization fraction of 20 per cent; from the polarization best-
tting modelling, this results in A s = 99 Jy . When fixing both the
ynchrotron amplitude and spectral index, compared to the case 
f no synchrotron, we obtain compatible best-fit parameters for 
he thermal dust, a slightly larger value for the emission measure 
M = (2246 ± 250) pc cm 

−6 , a sign-flipped CMB contribution (still 
ompatible with zero) �T CMB = (6 ± 121) μK and AME parameters 
qual to A AME = (164 ± 36) Jy , W AME = 1.2 ± 0.4 and νAME =
16 . 8 ± 3 . 4) GHz , with χ2 

red = 1 . 15. Although the AME width is still
ather large, this example shows that the observed SED in intensity 
s, in fact, compatible with the inclusion of a synchrotron component 
t reasonable le vels; ho we ver, we do not adopt this fit as our fiducial
odel for W51 due to the rather arbitrary value we assigned to

he polarization fraction. In conclusion, the intensity SED suggests 
hat although a synchrotron component is present in the source 
mission, the observ ed low-frequenc y data are best modelled by a
ree–free component alone, which is by far the dominant foreground 
mission mechanism in this frequency range. The inclusion of the 
ME component, on the contrary, al w ays impro v es the quality
f this fit, changing the χ2 

red from 2.17 to 1.13 (from 3.05 to
.15 when the synchrotron amplitude is also fix ed). F or all these
onsiderations, we fix the combination of free–free, AME, CMB 

nd thermal dust, with no synchrotron, as the best model for W51
n total intensity. Towards this region AME is detected at the peak
requency νAME = (17 . 7 ± 3 . 6) GHz with a significance of ∼ 4 . 0 σ ,
ontributing to the observed intensity emission with a ∼ 21 per cent 
n flux density. Its relative significance, then, is lower compared to 

49. 

.2.3 IC443 

n total intensity IC443 shows a different combination of emission 
echanisms compared to the other two sources. In this case, we 
nd that the best-fitting model consists of synchrotron (with spectral 

ndex αs = −0.29 ± 0.03), free–free, CMB and thermal dust, with 
he parameters reported in the second column of Table 10 and a final

2 
red = 0 . 73. Any combination that does not include a synchrotron
omponent would result in values of χ2 

red > 2, non-physical values 
or most parameters and an o v erall bad agreement between the model
nd the points at low frequenc y. This pro v es that the bulk of the IC443
mission is non-thermal and proceeds from the local SNR. On the 
ontrary, a model without a free–free component could be valid 
s well, yielding χ2 

red = 0 . 69 and values for the other parameters
ompatible with those reported in the second column of Table 10 .
hermal bremmstrahlung radiation from IC443 was initially claimed 

n Oni ́c et al. ( 2012 ), although discarded by subsequent work; it is
lear that free–free is a subdominant component in this region, but
ts presence cannot be discarded a priori. Since it is detected in
ur fit with reasonable values for the other parameters, it is worth
ncluding it in the source modelling. On the contrary, the inclusion of
ME as an additional component would yield χ2 

red = 0 . 80, with quite
o w v alues for the AME amplitude ( A AME = 4 . 4 ± 3 . 8 Jy ), width
 W AME = 0.21 ± 0.19) and peak frequency ( νAME = 16.3 ± 2.7);
imilar considerations hold when the CMB contribution is remo v ed
rom the fit. We conclude that the measured SED in IC443 does not
ro vide an y compelling e vidence for the presence of AME to wards
he region. We stress that dust emission towards IC443 is well-
econstructed, but its amplitude is at least one order of magnitude
ower compared to W49 and W51. This suggests a limited presence
f dust in the region; as AME is generally observed in association
ith dust, it is not likely to be observed towards IC443. 
IC443 is detected in polarization across our microwave frequencies 

s a positive Q and U source. The low dust amplitude in total
ntensity also results in very low flux densities in polarization; 
 ven at lo wer frequencies, the flux densities in Q and U are often
onsistent with zero. In this case the debiasing employed to compute
 flux densities is important to prevent overestimating the polarized 

ntensity. Still, although the microwave polarized flux densities are 
enerally below 1 Jy, in this case the position of the source outside
he Galactic plane allows the detection of its polarized emission with
ess confusion with the background. Most likely, this polarized signal 
s synchrotron emission from the SNR, and it is reasonable to fit for
he corresponding power law on the polarized SED. At 1.4 GHz
he source still yields a positive U flux density, and a value of Q
onsistent with zero; the DRAO maps in Fig. 6 show hints of positive
olarization signal towards the centre of the aperture, although being 
n general subdominant with respect to other background structures. 
t 5 GHz the source yields a strong positive Q flux density, and a

hange of sign in U . These considerations may indicate that the two
owest frequency points are once again affected by Faraday rotation, 
lthough their error bars are too large to firmly establish it. In fact,
ooking at the SEDs plot in Fig. 8 , there seems not to be a net flux
ensity loss below 10 GHz, and the spectrum decays as expected for
 synchrotron emission. As a further confirmation, we can see from
ig. 9 that in this case the variation of the polarization angle at low
requenc y is v ery mild, and as a result our Faraday rotation fit yields
 value of RM = ( −5 . 7 ± 10 . 3) rad m 

−2 for the rotation measure,
hich is compatible with zero and considerably lower in modulus 

han the one measured for W49 or W51. We thus conclude that,
lthough we observe hints of Faraday rotation towards IC443, the 
ffect is negligible as far as our analysis is concerned. We therefore
roceed with a fit for the polarized SED using all available points,
nd modelling again the emission as a combination of synchrotron 
nd dust; the resulting parameters are reported in the fourth column
f Table 10 , with a synchrotron spectral index of α = −0.37 ± 0.13
nd χ2 

red = 0 . 90. 
Going back to the SED in total intensity, when fixing the syn-

hrotron spectral index to the value obtained in polarization, we 
nd the best-fit is obtained with the same model adopted when

he synchrotron spectral index was left free, i.e. a combination of
ynchrotron, free–free, CMB and thermal dust. Compared to the 
ase of free spectral index, the synchrotron amplitude decreases 
hile the measurement of the free–free emission measure becomes 
MNRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 
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ore significant; the parameter values associated with CMB and
hermal dust, instead, are only marginally affected (third column
f Table 10 ). Once again, the inclusion of AME would yield non-
hysical values for the associated parameters, especially for its peak
requency ( νAME 
 6 GHz ). The fact that the free–free amplitude is
igher in this case can be the result of a steepening of the synchrotron
pectrum at frequencies abo v e a few GHz. In that case, because
he synchrotron is fitted in polarization starting from ∼ 5 GHz (the
RAO point really only provides an upper limit), we would expect

he value of αs to be larger in modulus compared to the result
tted in total intensity. When forcing such a steep spectrum in the

ntensity SED, the fit better accommodates the lowest frequency
oints by lowering the synchrotron amplitude and including a flatter
pectral contribution as is the one from the free–free emission. So,
ur detection of thermal emission in IC443 may simply be a result
f an inaccurate modelling of the synchrotron spectrum across the
requency range we explore. 

In order to better test this hypotesis, we also try and fit for a
urved synchrotron model, which differs from the parametrization in
quation ( 2 ) for the inclusion of a cut-off frequency ν0, s : 

 

curv 
sync ( ν) = A s 

(
ν

νp 

)αs 

exp 

(
− ν

ν0 , s 

)
. (10) 

ith this model, we find that the best fit to the IC443 intensity
pectrum is provided by a combination of synchrotron, CMB and
hermal dust, with the best value of χ2 

red = 0 . 61 obtained for this
egion and a spectral index which is lower in modulus than the one
btained for a simple power-law synchrotron model (last column of
able 10 ). In this case the CMB component flips sign compared to

he case of the simpler synchrotron model, although its amplitude is
ompatible with zero, confirming that it is a subdominant component
n the SED. The inclusion of AME generally yields unphysical values
or its parameters, and the inclusion of free–free results in too low
 value for the synchrotron cut-off frequency (around 60 GHz). We
hen decided to fit IC443 as a combination of curved synchrotron,
MB and thermal dust; this is the model that is o v erplotted to the
ata points in Fig. 8 , and the resulting parameters are quoted in the
fth column of Table 10 . 
Previous works already tackled the modelling of IC443 spectrum

rom radio to FIR frequencies. As already mentioned, Oni ́c et al.
 2012 ) claimed the detection of free–free towards the region, ac-
ounting up to 57 per cent of the observed emission at 1 GHz. Our
odel with a free spectral index results in a free–free amplitude

f ∼ 10 Jy , or ∼ 10 per cent of the total, while the fixed spectral
ndex model yields ∼ 36 Jy , or ∼ 33 per cent of the total; both
hese estimates are in agreement with the quoted result. We already
tressed, ho we ver, ho w our finding could be simply the result of
orcing too steep a synchrotron spectrum. In Planck Collaboration
III ( 2016c ) the existence of a thermal component was ruled out,

nd IC443 was modelled as a simple combination of synchrotron and
hermal dust; for the latter, they quote βdust = 1.5, in agreement with
ur finding, and T dust = 16 K , which is ∼2 σ lower than our estimate
although the reference does not quote error bars, which makes an
cutal comparison unreliable). As for the synchrotron, they fa v our
s = −0.36, compatible with our estimate in polarization, although

hey mention that for frequencies abo v e 40 GHz the spectrum shows
 steepening to αs = −1.5. This observation corroborates our use
f a curved synchrotron model. In Oni ́c et al. ( 2017 ) the IC443
ED from 400 MHz to 143 GHz was fitted using a combination of
ynchrotron, thermal dust and AME (not fa v ouring any free–free
ontribution). Their work also stressed the presence of a break in
NRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 
he synchrotron power law visible abo v e ∼ 5 GHz , and the y also
onsidered a curved synchrotron model as in our equation ( 10 ).
ifferent implementations pointed towards a cut-off frequency in

he range 112 GHz < ν0 , s < 152 GHz and spectral index in the range
0.39 < αs < −0.35; their estimates for the dust temperature are

n agreement with Planck results, while their emissivity results are
lightly higher, in the range 1.97 < βdust < 2.345. Most importantly,
hey detected an excess of emission at 30 GHz which they interpreted
s AME. A very similar analysis was conducted in Loru et al.
 2019 ), measuring a curved synchrotron with αs = −0.38 and
0 , s = (148 ± 23) GHz , and claiming a detection of AME peaking at
0 , AME = (28 ± 3) GHz . The synchrotron cut-off frequency obtained
n our analysis is consistent with these results. 

Although these previous works would agree in establishing the
resence of AME towards IC443, there are some issues that should
e pointed out. First of all, their analyses rely on the combination of
ux density estimates coming from previous results in the literature,
btained using different types of radio observ ations, dif ferent angular
esolutions and different analysis techniques. Although Oni ́c et al.
 2017 ) recognized the inherent risks of such an approach, which
akes their study somehow qualitativ e, the y still firmly established

he need for an extra emission at microwave frequencies to account
or the observed excess. Besides, both Oni ́c et al. ( 2017 ) and Loru
t al. ( 2019 ) adopted the microwave flux densities from Planck
ollaboration XIII ( 2016c ). Those flux densities were measured
ith aperture photometry, adopting a variable size of the aperture

s a function of the considered frequency. The analysis in Planck
ollaboration XIII ( 2016c ) introduced a correction factor, equal to
.4 for IC443, to account for the loss of flux density that is not
aptured inside their aperture due to the beam convolution. The
uthors did not applied this correction to well-resolved sources,
efined as those with diameter 50 per cent larger than the beam
WHM. As the Planck beam FWHM decreases with increasing
requency, this criterion implies that for IC443 the correction is
pplied at 30 and 44 GHz, but not from 70 GHz onwards. Their
nalysis adapted the size of the aperture at each frequency, in such
 way that the same fraction of flux density should be retained
nside the aperture; hence, these correction factors should be applied
o all their frequency points, and not only to 30 and 44 GHz.
his approach produces an artificial dip of the SED at 70 GHz,
hich the authors interpreted as the downturn of AME. We can

lso argue that this strategy for the flux density extraction is not
ppropriate in cases of significant background fluctuations, as it
s the case for IC443; in fact, none of those works adopted any

asking around IC443, so that the aperture photometry estimation
f the flux density emission and/or the background level can be
asily biased by the contribution from the neighbouring sources
h2-249 and Sh2-252. The analysis we have presented in this paper,
o we ver, not only took care of the mask, but also measured the flux
ensities adopting a common angular resolution and a consistent
ethodology (with fixed apertures and background annuli) that is

pplied throughout the considered frequency range. In conclusion,
e do believe that the available data set points towards an absence of
ME emission towards IC443; at the very least, we can affirm that if

n AME component is present, it is dominated by the uncertainties
n our flux density measurements, and is certainly much fainter
han the emission detected towards W49 and W51. Although we
till observe a dip in the IC443 spectrum around 70 GHz, it can
e more reasonably fitted with a curved synchrotron component,
nd is not sufficiently compelling to justify the inclusion of AME
t ∼ 30 GHz . 
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Figure 10. Extraction of candidate UCH II regions using IRAS data for both W49 (left-hand panel) and W51 (right-hand panel). Points represent IRAS Galactic 
IR sources entering the aperture employed for the photometric study of each region, displayed in a colour–colour plot based on IRAS measured flux densities. 
UCH II regions are expected to yield ratios log 10 ( S 60 / S 12 ) � 1.30 and log 10 ( S 25 / S 12 ) � 0.57; the group of sources satisfying these conditions is shown with red 
diamonds, with the dashed lines marking the flux density boundaries. In this way we select 8 sources for W49 and 13 sources for W51, and use them to estimate 
the contamination from UCH II to our AME detections. See Section 6.3.1 for details. 
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Table 11. Results for the contribution from UCH II regions in W49 and W51. 
We report the AME residual amplitude at 15 GHz, S AME 

15GHz , the measured 
UCH II total flux at 100 μm from IRAS data, S IRAS 

100 μm 

, and its corresponding 

upper and lower limit extrapolations at 15 GHz, S uplim 

15 GHz and S lowlim 

15 GHz . The last 
column reports the total UCH II flux measured with CORNISH data at 5 GHz. 

Source S AME 
15GHz S IRAS 

100 μm 

S 
uplim 

15 GHz S lowlim 

15 GHz S CORNISH 
5GHz 

(Jy) (Jy) (Jy) (Jy) (Jy) 

W49 81.4 45098 45.1 0.1 8.5 
W51 103.9 33368 33.4 0.1 5.3 
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.3 Further considerations on AME 

e conclude our analysis by commenting some further aspects 
elated to the detection of AME in W49 and W51. First of all, we
ave to stress that, because we are working with maps smoothed at
 1-deg angular resolution and we use apertures of typical radius
f ∼ 1 deg , the measured flux densities may have a significant 
ontribution from the region neighbouring each source. Therefore, 
lthough we detect AME towards W49 and W51, it is hard to assess
hether the measured signal proceeds entirely from the sources or 
as an important contribution from the diffuse Galactic emission in 
heir surroundings. Although in the rest of this section we will still
iscuss about AME emission from W49 and W51, it is important 
o acknowledge this possibility. Further discussion about this matter 
an be found in Appendix A . 

.3.1 Contribution from ultracompact H II regions 

CH II regions are produced by recently formed massive stars 
hich are still embedded in their molecular clouds; those with 
M � 10 7 cm 

−6 pc can have a significant optically thick free–free 
mission at frequencies up to 10 GHz or higher. This emission
an produce an excess in the measured flux density at QUIJOTE
requencies, thus mimicking the effect of AME on the SEDs of W49
nd W51. The goal of this section is to assess to what extent the
ontribution from UCH II can affect the significance of our AME
etection. 
At first we follow the procedure described in Planck Collaboration 

VI ( 2014a ) and also adopted by Poidevin et al. ( 2022 ), to which
e redirect for a more detailed explanation and further references. 
his method is based on the extraction of candidate UCH II sources
ntering our chosen apertures and on the estimation of their total flux
ensity at AME frequencies. For this we employ data from the IRAS
oint Source Catalogue, 13 which provides flux density measurements 
or point sources at 12, 25, 60 and 100 μm . For both W49 and W51
e query the catalogue to extract the IR sources contained in the

perture employed for our photometric flux density measurements; 
n addition, we discard sources which are extra-Galactic or upper 
3 https:// heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/ W3Browse/iras/ iraspsc.html . 

1

h

imits in either 25 μm or 60 μm . We then place the retrieved IR
ources on a log 10 ( S 25 / S 12 )–log 10 ( S 60 / S 12 ) plane as shown in Fig. 10 ,
here S x denotes the IRAS measured flux density at wavelength 
 . UCH II sources are expected to have log 10 ( S 60 / S 12 ) � 1.30 and
og 10 ( S 25 / S 12 ) � 0.57; as marked in Fig. 10 , this leaves 8 IR sources
n W49 and 13 sources in W51. IRAS data allow to evaluate the
ssociated total flux density at 100 μm. For an UCH II region, the
atio between this flux density and the flux density at 15 GHz is
ound to lie in the range 1000–400 000, which allows us to place both
n upper and a lower limit to the expected UCH II contamination at
UIJOTE frequencies. The results are reported in Table 11 , where

hey are compared with the residual AME amplitudes at the same
requency. We see that in the worst case scenario the contribution
rom UCH II sources can account for ∼ 55 per cent of the AME
ux density towards W49, and for ∼ 32 per cent of the AME flux
ensity towards W51. We stress that this not only is an upper limit,
ut according to Planck Collaboration XVI ( 2014a ) it is also likely
 v erestimated by a factor of a few. The corresponding lower limit
stimate is completely negligible compared to the measured AME 

ux density, which confirms our detection of AME cannot be ruled
ut on the basis of this simple extrapolation. 
In order to get an independent estimate of the possible contami-

ation from UCH II regions, we consider data from the CORNISH 

14 

ontinuum surv e y of the Galactic plane at 5 GHz with a 1.5 arcsec
esolution (Purcell et al. 2013 ). CORNISH le gac y data include a
MNRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 

4 Co-Ordinated Radio ‘N’ Infrared Surv e y for High-mass star formation, 
ttps:// cornish.leeds.ac.uk/ public/index.php . 

art/stac3502_f10.eps
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/W3Browse/iras/iraspsc.html
https://cornish.leeds.ac.uk/public/index.php
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Table 12. AME polarization constraints from 16 to 61 GHz. For each 
frequency point we report the local residual AME amplitude I AME , the colour- 
corrected polarized flux P , the resulting polarization fraction P / I AME and the 
associated upper limit for the AME polarization fraction � AME , computed 
as the 95 per cent confidence level upper boundary on the fraction P / I AME . 
When no uncertainty on P / I AME is quoted it means the debiased P flux is null 
and the reported upper limit is already the top boundary of the 95 per cent 
confidence level. 

W49 
Freq. I AME P P / I AME � AME 

(GHz) (Jy) (Jy) (per cent) (per cent) 

16.8 84.2 ± 17.3 1.2 ± 0.3 1.4 ± 0.4 � 2.3 
18.8 85.7 ± 17.5 1.2 ± 0.3 1.5 ± 0.4 � 2.3 
22.8 84.9 ± 17.5 1.0 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.4 � 1.9 
28.4 79.2 ± 17.2 1.0 ± 0.2 1.3 ± 0.4 � 2.0 
33.0 72.8 ± 16.9 0.8 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.5 � 2.0 
40.6 61.7 ± 16.6 0.4 + 0 . 2 −0 . 4 0.6 + 0 . 4 −0 . 7 � 1.4 
44.1 56.8 ± 16.5 0.3 ± 0.2 0.6 + 0 . 3 −0 . 4 � 1.2 
60.8 38.0 ± 15.0 � 1.2 � 3.1 � 3.1 

W51 
Freq. I AME P P / I AME � AME 

(GHz) (Jy) (Jy) (per cent) (per cent) 

16.8 105.5 ± 27.5 4.4 ± 0.4 4.1 ± 1.2 � 6.4 
18.8 105.4 ± 28.0 5.1 ± 0.5 4.9 ± 1.4 � 7.6 
22.8 101.7 ± 29.9 3.8 ± 0.3 3.8 ± 1.1 � 6.0 
28.4 92.7 ± 32.1 3.9 ± 0.3 4.2 ± 1.5 � 7.1 
33.0 84.2 ± 32.6 3.4 ± 0.4 4.1 ± 1.6 � 7.3 
40.6 70.6 ± 32.0 3.2 ± 0.5 4.5 ± 2.1 � 8.7 
44.1 64.9 ± 31.4 3.3 ± 0.3 5.1 ± 2.5 � 10.1 
60.8 43.4 ± 27.6 2.3 ± 0.7 5.4 ± 3.8 � 12.9 
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atalogue of identified UCH II regions, which we query to select
he ones entering our apertures. We find 24 sources within the

49 aperture and 8 sources within the W51 aperture, contributing
ith the 5 GHz flux densities quoted in Table 11 . Now, there is
o standard way to extrapolate these flux densities to the peak
requency of our AME detection. None the less, we can refer to
he SEDs plotted in Kurtz, Churchwell & Wood ( 1994 ) for several
ifferent UCH II regions, which were built using VLA integrated flux
ensity measurements at 8.3 and 15 GHz in combination with IRAS
ux densities and other ancillary data. The plots do not show any
ppreciable variation of the spectrum for frequencies � 100 GHz .
ence, to a first approximation we can extrapolate our UCH II flux
ensity measurements at 5 GHz to 15 GHz for a comparison with the
orresponding AME residuals. We find that the contribution from
CH II amounts to ∼ 10 per cent of the AME amplitude in W49 and

o ∼ 5 per cent in W51. We conclude that, although a non-negligible
ontribution from UCH II is entering our measured flux densities, it
s not enough to account for the local SED excess amplitude and
ule out the presence of AME. No v el, tailored observations to these
egions are required to better constrain the UCH II contribution. 

.3.2 Constraints on AME polarization 

ne of the driving goals of this analysis was the search for a possible
olarized AME emission, which has not been detected to date and
ould shed light on the mechanism responsible for this foreground
Section 1 ). We have already commented that for both W49 and

51 the polarized SED is suitably modelled by a combination of
ynchrotron emission and dust emission alone. Although AME is not
irectly detected in our polarization fits, we can proceed in a way
imilar to what was done in G ́enova-Santos et al. ( 2017 ) and Poidevin
t al. ( 2019 ) to quote upper limits for the AME polarization fraction.

We proceed as follows. We consider the frequency points where
ME is most significant and less affected by other foregrounds, i.e.

hose in the frequency range from 17 to 61 GHz. In this frequency
ange we generate a set of 1000 AME residual SEDs in intensity,
omputed using equation ( 7 ) and adopting random AME parameters;
he latter are sampled from a Gaussian distribution centred on the
est-fitting estimates from Tables 8 and 9 , and scattered according
o their uncertainties. The dispersion of these realizations at the
hosen frequency points allows us to evaluate the uncertainty for the
ocal AME intensity I AME . The resulting flux densities are quoted in
able 12 , together with the polarized P flux densities at the same
requencies. 15 We then compute the associated polarization fractions
s P / I AME , which are reported in the fourth column of Table 12
n per cent units. 

Clearly, we know that at these frequencies an important polarized
ontribution comes from both the synchrotron and the dust emission.
hese fractions should therefore be interpreted as upper limits on

he AME polarization fraction. In fact, while the AME intensity
eaks around 20 GHz, the polarized flux densities steadily decrease
 v er the considered frequency range, and are most likely associated
ith synchrotron. For this reason, in the last column of Table 12 we

eport explicitly the upper limits on the AME polarization fraction
 AME , which are computed as the 95 per cent confidence level upper

oundaries of the P / I AME values. We can quote the tightest constraints
NRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 

5 The P values in Table 12 have been colour-corrected using the CC 

oefficients reported in the last column of Tables 5 and 6 ; hence, they are 
lightly different from the polarized flux densities already quoted in the 
hotometric analysis section. 

U  

a  

P  

t  

a  

E  
 AME � 1 . 2 per cent for W49 at 44.1 GHz and � AME � 6 . 0 per cent
or W51 at 22.8 GHz. The constraint for W51 is quite loose and does
ot allow us to provide any strong claim on the nature of AME; the
onstraint for W49 is instead tighter, and fa v ours the spinning dust
odel as the most plausible physical mechanism for AME. Follow up

tudies of W49 and W51 with higher resolution are required to better
haracterize their polarized emission, as the contamination from the
bserved polarized synchrotron is still the major factor hampering
he measurement of a real AME polarized upper limit towards these
egion. 

We conclude this section acknowledging that our polarization
ractions may be underestimated, as the integration of the Stokes
arameters inside the apertures may result in depolarization. To check
or this effect, we can try and evaluate the level of possible aperture
epolarization effects on the dust flux densities; we consider the
lanck 353 GHz map, where the dust polarization flux densities are

he highest. We then compute the (debiased) polarized intensity P
or individual pixels in the region surrounding W49 and W51, and
btain a new estimate on the polarization of these sources by applying
perture photometry directly on the P map. For clarity, we shall label
hese new polarized flux densities as P 

(pix) , to stress that they are
btained integrating the values of individual pixels, while we refer
o the flux densities we have employed up to now as P 

(ap) , as they are
omputed from the values of Q and U integrated over the apertures.
sing the maps smoothed to a 1-deg resolution, and the same

pertures as quoted in Table 1 , we find P 

(pix) = 181 Jy for W49 and
 

(pix) = 176 Jy for W51, yielding, respectively, the polarization frac-
ions � 

(pix) = 1 . 9 per cent and � 

(pix) = 1 . 1 per cent . These numbers
re comparable with the estimates of � 

(ap) reported in Tables 5 and 6 .
ven when considering the Planck 353 GHz maps at their original
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esolution, we obtain � 

(ap) = 1 . 0 per cent and � 

(pix) = 1 . 0 per cent
or W49, and � 

(ap) = 1 . 2 per cent and � 

(pix) = 1 . 1 per cent for W51
in this case we are employing smaller apertures of r ap = 20 arcmin
or W49 and r ap = 30 arcmin for W51, which are large enough to
nclude the full extent of each source). Hence, inte grating o v er our
hosen apertures does not pro vide an y evident depolarization effect 
or the dust emission. If we make the reasonable assumption that the
olarization of AME, if present, would have the same orientation as
he polarization of dust, we conclude that beam depolarization is not 
 major issue in our analysis. 

Finally, we mention that also the mean orientation of the local 
agnetic field with respect to the plane of the sky affects the intrinsic

evel of dust polarization (Planck Collaboration VI 2020a ), and is
ost likely the main reason for the low measured dust polarization 

ractions towards W49 and W51. This effect may also result in a
ow AME polarization in these particular sources. We then stress 
hat the upper limits we quote in Table 12 could be a result of the
eometrical configuration of the sources and the morphology of the 
ocal magnetic field, and cannot be used alone to infer a general
roperty of AME polarization. A general, physical modelling of this 
oreground emission goes beyond the scope of this work. The results
rom Table 12 refer specifically to measurements obtained towards 

49 and W51 at the angular scales set by our apertures ( ∼1 deg). The
ain conclusion of our study still remains that AME polarization is

ot detected towards W49 and W51 at this angular resolution, when 
onsidering the data set employed in this paper. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

e have presented novel microwave intensity and polarization data 
or the Galactic regions W49, W51 and IC443 obtained with the 
UIJOTE experiment; data were acquired with the MFI instrument 

t 11, 13, 17 and 19 GHz. This study is part of the QUIJOTE
urv e y of astrophysically rele v ant Galactic regions, with the aim of
haracterizing the local foreground emission. In this case, the main 
oal was the assessment of the level of AME towards SNRs, and the
stimate of the spectral index of synchrotron emission. The selected 
egions allow to compare different local environments: whereas 
C443 is a relatively isolated SNR, W49 and W51 host SNRs in
ssociation with molecular clouds. 

We described the observations performed with QUIJOTE and 
resented the resulting maps in the Stokes parameters I , Q and U
owards the three regions. A null-test on the map allowed to confirm
he good quality of these data products, as the computed sensitivity
n polarization is consistent with the instrument specifications. The 
ources are well detected in total intensity; hints of polarized emission 
re visible towards W49, with a much more significant detection 
owards W51 and IC443. The inclusion of dedicated raster scan 
bserv ations allo w to reduce the noise le vel in polarization by a
actor ∼2 in the source areas compared to the wide surv e y maps
nly. 
We combined the QUIJOTE maps with a set of ancillary data to

tudy the source properties in the frequency range [0 . 4 , 3000] GHz .
lux densities for the Stokes parameters I , Q and U were measured on

he maps with the aperture photometry technique, choosing aperture 
izes suitable to each source angular extension and estimating 
he uncertainties as the rms of the flux densities from random 

pertures surrounding each source position. The polarization P and 
olarization fraction � were obtained combining the Q and U values 
ith a proper debiasing which ensures the final estimates are not 
 v erestimated. We also computed the polarization angle γ as a
unction of frequency. 

The SEDs in total intensity were modelled with a multicomponent 
t including different combinations of synchrotron, free–free, AME, 
MB and thermal dust emission. We performed a similar fit on the
olarized SEDs, where we considered possible contributions from 

ynchrotron, AME and thermal dust. The highest frequency available 
or polarization data, 353 GHz, does not include the peak of the dust
mission, implying the dust component would be poorly fitted; for 
his reason we fixed the dust temperature to the value obtained from
he intensity SED prior to the fit. 

For all three sources, the thermal dust component is well recon-
tructed in total intensity, with general agreement with the literature, 
hile the synchrotron provides a good fit for the polarized SED,
ost likely proceeding from the local SNRs (or from diffuse Galactic

mission in the case of W49). Still, we found that the total intensity
EDs for the sources W49 and W51 can be conveniently modelled
ithout the inclusion of a synchrotron emission, confirming that 

he bulk of the local low-frequency emission is thermal; in W49,
o we ver, it is possible to accommodate a synchrotron component
hen fixing its spectral index to the value fitted on the polarized
ED. We detected AME in these two regions, the QUIJOTE points
roving crucial in confirming the downturn of AME emission at 
requencies below 20 GHz. We employed IRAS and VLA data to
ssess the contribution of UCH II regions to the observed excess in
he emission at microwave frequencies; this contamination is the 

ain reason why W49 was discarded as a reliable AME source
n Planck Collaboration XVI ( 2014a ). We found that, although a
easurable UCH II contribution is definitely present in our SEDs, its

mplitude is not enough to account for the observed spectral bump
t AME frequencies. We concluded that W49 and W51 host AME;
his is the first time such claim is made for the W51 region (this
esult is also confirmed in Poidevin et al. 2022 ). However, we also
cknowledged that, because our analysis has been conducted at a 
 deg resolution, it is not possible to assess whether AME proceeds
ndeed from the sources themselves, or enters our apertures from the
eighbouring background. Still, our analysis confirms the presence 
f AME in total intensity towards these regions; tailored, higher 
esolution observations are required in order to better constrain its 
patial origin. 

We found that no AME contribution is required to impro v e the
odelling of the polarized SEDs, thus confirming that polarized 
ME emission is not detected. We then deri ved conserv ati ve upper

imits for the AME polarization fraction towards the two regions, 
nding � AME � 1 . 2 per cent for W49 at 44.1 GHz and � AME �
 . 0 per cent for W51 at 22.8 GHz. The upper limit for W49 is
elatively tight and suggests a very low or possibly null AME
olarization; the upper limit for W51 is instead quite loose and non-
nformative in this sense. In reality, due to the confusion with the
ntervening polarized synchrotron emission, we expect both upper 
imits to be o v erestimated, thus fa v ouring models of AME with a
ow degree of polarization (SDE or amorphous dust models). We 
lso stressed that aperture depolarization may result in an actual 
nderestimation of the AME polarization fractions, although a test 
erformed for the polarized dust emission on Planck 353 GHz maps
uggests this issue should not be too rele v ant. The main conclusion
s that AME polarization is not detected in this study. 

In the case of IC443, instead, we found that the intensity spectrum
s best fitted by a combination of synchrotron, CMB and thermal
ust, without any need for a free–free or AME contribution; the
est modelling is achieved by introducing a break in the synchrotron
pectrum. This result seems to confirm that AME is not naturally
MNRAS 519, 3432–3459 (2023) 
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ssociated with SNRs, but more likely with dust-richer environments
ike molecular clouds; ho we ver, it is in tension with previous works
hat claimed an AME contribution is required to model the microwave
pectrum of IC443. We discussed how such a claim could be the
esult of a systematic bias in the flux density measurements adopted
n those works. 
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s already mentioned in the beginning of Section 6.3 , given the
ommon resolution of 1 deg that we adopt throughout the frequency
ange we explore, the AME signal we detect towards W49 and
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ven these smaller beams produce a broadening of the source signal 
o some extent. The background annulus is chosen in each case 
ith a separation of 20 arcmin from the aperture, and with a size
f 20 arcmin (i.e. r int = r ap + 20 arcmin and r ext = r int + 20 arcmin ).
he comparison of the flux densities computed this way and the ones
omputed on the 1-deg smoothed maps with the nominal apertures, 
hown in Table 1 , enables us to obtain information on the typical
egion contribution in our measurements. 

The results are summarized in Table A1 , where for each of the
elected maps we report its original FWHM value, the flux densities
 or computed on the map at its parent angular resolution, and the flux
ensities S 1d computed on the 1-deg smoothed map. The difference 
 1d − S or is our estimate of the flux proceeding from the region that

igure A1. A comparison between the maps at their original resolution 
left-hand panel) and smoothed to a 1-deg beam (right-hand panel) for three
ample frequencies, in the area encompassing W49 and W51. The apertures 
mployed to compute the flux densities reported in Table A1 are also shown.
akes it into our apertures; it is reported in Table A1 as a fractional
ontribution with respect to the 1-deg flux S 1d . In Fig. A1 we also
how, for three sample frequencies, the comparison between the maps 
t their original resolution and the smoothed maps, together with the
ircles employed for the photometric analysis in each case. 

We notice that the fractional region flux density in our apertures
s in general larger than 50 per cent. Now, because this is the
otal flux, which results from the combination of different emission 

echanisms, we cannot say that this is the fraction of background
ME that enters the apertures. In fact, the ratios tend to be larger at
igher frequencies, where we are practically dominated by thermal 
ust emission and we expect indeed a significant contribution from 

he diffuse Galactic dust (Planck Collaboration XIII 2016b ). On the
ontrary, at the Urumqi frequency, in these regions we are dominated
y free–free emission, which is also a rele v ant component of the
iffuse emission. 
These results show that it is indeed likely that a contribution of the

ME signal does not come from our sources; still, it is not possible to
ule out the presence of AME in the molecular clouds associated with

49 and W51. As already mentioned, we are limited by the coarser
esolution of most of the surv e ys we consider, and it is not possible to
ircumvent this issue. We stress in particular that similar analyses we
ave cited in the text are affected by the same type of uncertainty (e.g.
lanck Collaboration XVI 2014a ; Demetroullas et al. 2015 ; Planck
ollaboration XIII 2016c ). In our case, we ensured we acknowledge 

his issue when presenting our results. 
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